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Stroke is the third leading contributing factor for long-term disability in most 
countries, and can result in paralysis, speech impairment, memory loss and cognition 
impairment, coma or even death. Robot-assisted Therapy (RT) is regarded as an 
effective and reliable method for the delivery of highly repetitive training that is 
needed to trigger neuroplasticity following a stroke. Compared with conventional 
rehabilitation therapy, RT holds clear advantages such as precisely controlled force-
feedback, automated movement control, objective and quantifiable measure of 
performance. 
Most of the previous RT studies were concerned with the proximal body parts such 
as the shoulder, wrist, and elbow with little success in restoring fine motion skills 
that are essential to perform delicate Activities of Daily Living (ADL) tasks such as 
eating, drinking and personal hygiene. The majority of the rehabilitation robots 
deployed in those studies adopted passive control strategies and did not engage the 
subject actively in the rehabilitation process. Previous methods did not provide 
multisensory feedback in the control loop either.  Multisensory feedback helps the 
stroke sufferers to adapt their movement patterns to that of the training robot and to 
improve their motivation and training efficiency, which is critical in re-establishing 
the neuronal pathways damaged by stroke and closing the sensor motor loop in post-
stroke motor recovery. 
This study is designed to address some of the research gaps in robot-assisted post-
stroke rehabilitation therapy. In contrast to many previous studies, this research has 
its focus on the restoration of fine hand motion skills because of their importance in 
performing delicate ADL tasks and improving the quality of life (QOL) among 
stroke patients.  
Adaptive assist-as-needed (AAN) control strategies for rehabilitation robots are 
developed in this thesis, aiming to stimulating the brain neuroplasticity. The 
developed algorithms ensure the exact amount of required assistive force is provided 
by the robot actuators, therefore, keeping the training more engaging and challenging 
to promote the active participation of the subject in the rehabilitation training 
process. The AAN control algorithms are implemented on Amadeo rehabilitation 




This thesis also proposes a set of algorithms deploying 2D and 3D virtual reality 
(VR) based Rehabilitation Gaming Systems (RGS) using Oculus Rift DK2 head 
mounted display (HMD), the RGS can provide a rendered immersive virtual 
environment (VE) to strengthen motor skills in performing ADLs and task-oriented 
kinematic features such as output force, active range of motion (ROM) and finger 
coordination.  
Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed system is validated by conducting clinical 
trials on a group of eight subacute stroke patients for a period of six weeks with 18 
training sessions for each patient. All subacute stroke subjects undergone the 
proposed rehabilitation approach show improvement in their motor skills as indicated 
by clinical evaluation methods using FMA Hand Sub-section and MAS Hand 
Movement Score, as well as kinematic characteristics suggested by active ROM and 
output force intensity. Clinical measurement results suggest that the proposed 
rehabilitation method can improve the fine hand training effectiveness by 35% on 
average in subjects participating in the trial. The overall outcome of the proposed 
approach is enhanced training efficiency with fewer training sessions required, 
resulting in reduction of rehabilitation training costs. 
Key Words: Stroke Rehabilitation, Robot Assisted Therapy, adaptive Assist-as-
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RCT Randomized Controlled Trials 
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RLNN Reinforcement Learning Neural Network 
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1.1 Research Background 
Stroke is the third leading cause for long-term disability in most developed countries 
such as the UK, the US and Japan [1, 2]. This pervasive disease can result in 
paralysis, speech impairment, loss of memory and reasoning ability, coma or even 
death. Among these devastating effects, the impairment of mobility skills in upper 
extremity (UE) can significantly undermine the quality of life (QOL) of stroke 
patients. Neuroscience studies indicate that repetitive movements may induce 
changes in the brain, retrain neural pathways and restore or improve motor skills lost 
as a result of stroke or spine cord injuries (SCI) duo to neuroplasticity [3].  
Recent neurological research indicates that the impaired motor skills of post-stroke 
patients can be restored and enhanced through task-oriented repetitive training [4]. 
This is attributed to as neuroplasticity phenomenon, the ability of the brain to change 
through adulthood [5]. Various rehabilitation processes have been developed to take 
advantage of neuroplasticity to retrain neural pathways and restore or improve motor 
skills lost as a result of stroke [6]. 
Conventional therapy (CT; physical and occupational therapy) (see Fig. 1-1), namely 
training-based post-stroke rehabilitation method requires long sessions of 
rehabilitation training and a significant amount of human labour, which leads to high 
cost, and thus it is not practical for many physicians, care-takers or patients. 
Furthermore, it is difficult to effectively monitor and evaluate the results of therapy 
quantitatively and objectively.  
 




1.2 Robot-assisted Therapy (RT) 
In the last decades, robot-assisted devices and the associated therapies for post-stroke 
rehabilitation have been given heightened attention in the research community in 
order to address the shortcomings of the conventional therapies [4]. In addition, robot 
assisted therapy also significantly decreases the labour intensity and cost associated 
with the recovery training [7]. Compared with conventional therapies, robot-based 
methods hold clear advantages [8], such as precision controlled force feedback, and 
objective and quantifiable measure of performance. In addition, therapies performed 
by robotic devices can measure several parameters not usually considered in 
conventional therapy including spasticity, reflexes, level of voluntary control and 
functional movements. Another advantage of the robot assisted training evaluation is 
the improved accuracy and reduced variance, which means RT would decrease the 
requirements on the sample size of the recruited subjects.  
Robot-assisted therapy (RT) is an innovative method of providing repetitive 
movement training, providing high intensity, repetitive, task-specific and interactive 
treatment of the impaired upper limb as well as presenting objective, reliable 
methods of monitoring a patient’s progress. The usage of this approach makes it 
possible to accurately control the motion of the impaired limbs and quantify the 
rehabilitation performance.  
With the growing number of stroke rehabilitation therapies, numerous robot assisted 
upper limb function recovery training devices were proposed and reported in the 
literature. Among them, two highly cited designs are MIT-MANUS robot and 
Mirror-Image Motion Enabler (MIME) robot. 
MIT-MANUS robot  (Figure 1-2A), developed by Krebs et al. [9], was the first robot 
designed specifically for clinical neurological applications and was configured for 
safe, stable, and highly compliant operation in close physical contact with humans. 
Unlike most industrial robots, MIT-MANUS can be programmed to interact with a 
patient at low impedance, however it can only provide two dimensional movement 
with shoulder-and-elbow therapy in the horizontal plane [10].  
The Mirror-Image Motion Enabler (MIME) by Lum et al. [11] (Figure 1-2B) is very 
similar to the MIT-MANUS and can fully control both the position and direction of 




programs, although the robot has no back-drivability. Studies conducted on the MIT-
MANUS and the MIME show that motor restoration can be improved by robot-aided 
technology with task-oriented repetitive training [11].  
 
Figure 1-2 Classic UE rehabilitation robots (A.MIT-MANUS [12]: commercial version 
called InMotion ARM, assists shoulder and elbow with gravity compensation; B. MIME 
[11]: assists shoulder and elbow as well as longitudinal movements of the forearm) 
Studies conducted with robots such as the MIT-Manus and the MIME show 
improvement of proximal arm function in shoulder, elbow and wrist after training. 
Despite such outcomes, these robots cannot address certain problems such as 
stiffness in the distal arm function, especially the independent movement and the 
cooperation of each finger, which is essential in most ADLs. Robot-assisted training 
that specifically targets hand rehabilitation is thus needed to achieve significant 
improvement in the recovery of the whole arm function.  
1.3 Research Gaps and Challenges 
In spite of many studies active in the area of robot assisted rehabilitation, there are 
still many limitations and research gaps in this area. 
1.3.1 Limitations  
The capacity of robots to deliver training with high intensity and repeatability 
enables them to serve as very valuable assistive tools in providing high quality 
treatment at a reasonable cost and effort. However, current robotic rehabilitation 
systems still have their own limitations. Despite numerous mechanical structure 




clinically) accepted effective and reliable design for stroke rehabilitation training 
purposes. Therefore, large clinical trials are needed to develop such standards [13]. 
Although the existing upper limb rehabilitation robots could provide both assistance 
and resistance force for a patient during motion, their designs are not ideal to give 
full confidence and safety to a patient during training [14]. In addition, there is an 
urgent need for adaptive control algorithms that can adjust and control the training 
movement trajectory repetitively and naturally [15]. More efficient training methods 
should be developed to take full advantage of the brain neuroplasticity [16]. 
Furthermore, another outstanding question in robot-assisted rehabilitation research is 
whether the effects achieved during training sessions can be transformed into the 
ability to perform ADLs in the real world [13].  
Finally, quantitative evaluation of motor skills in stroke patients is a crucial part of 
stroke rehabilitation therapy [14].  
1.3.2 Research Gaps 
Most of the Activities of Daily Living (ADL) movements are dynamic, and abnormal 
shoulder abductor/elbow flexor coupling limits stroke patients from reaching out in 
the functional space. Abnormal muscle synergies are one of the major motor deficits 
in stroke patients, which interfere with voluntary movements and restrict the ROM of 
movement. The review of the literature reveals three major gaps in robot-assisted 
rehabilitation research. 
(1) Whole arm training  
Although in a number of studies, rehabilitation robots have been designed and robot-
assisted therapies have been conducted, their effectiveness has been verified in 
randomized controlled trials (RCT). The proposed rehabilitation robots for UE 
recovery primarily focus on proximal parts, namely simultaneously manipulating and 
guiding the movement of shoulder and elbow. However, certain ADLs, especially 
more delicate ones such as twisting a doorknob or writing with a pen are still 
impossible missions for these robots. There is an increasing demand for new 
generation of rehabilitation robots to provide training for distal parts of UE, such as 
wrist and hand, even the control of independent finger digits. Rehabilitation devices 




functionality, comfort and safety are at high demand. More importantly, these 
devices should provide features such as high functional ROM and economic 
affordability. 
(2) Multisensory feedback  
Multisensory feedback is an important factor in stroke rehabilitation by re-
establishing and closing the sensor motor loop disrupted by stroke. Biofeedback is 
delivered by visual, acoustic, haptic signals and EMG biofeedback to assist patients 
and clinicians during rehabilitation training. Previous research has been mainly 
focussed on providing only one type of sensory feedback and testing its 
effectiveness, of which VR based stimulus is the most commonly adopted method. 
Multisensory feedback approaches including virtual reality (VR) training, brain 
computer interface (BCI) and haptic feedback should be combined together for 
construction of complex individualized, immersive and natural simulated 
environments for recovery training. This immersive training method should be able 
to achieve greater results.  
 (3) Assist-as-Needed control 
The basic principle for the “assist-as-needed (AAN)” [15, 17] robotic training 
devices refers to the rehabilitation notion of providing only as much assistance as 
needed to complete the movement, because too much assistance may have negative 
consequences for the motor learning process. Researchers have been developing self-
adaptive algorithms aiming at automating the process of setting the support levels. 
The support levels can be adjusted based on increased patient’s effort or kinematic 
errors.  
Although these robotic systems have shown promising results, none of them is able 
to provide an autonomous rehabilitation regime. Patient cooperative algorithms that 
encourage voluntary participation and autonomously adjust different exercise 
parameters in accordance with the individual demand need to be further explored. 
1.3.3 Challenges 
UE rehabilitation is comparatively difficult because of the high number of DOFs 
involved and the difference of dimensions between muscular activations space and 




limited to hand motions such as gripping and tapping, the independent movement of 
each finger and the coordination of multiple muscles still cannot be achieved. Hence, 
it would be important to extend the simple limb activity into more complex and 
coordinated limb activities for final recovery of fine motor skills of upper extremity 
[19]. 
Although diverse applications of robotic rehabilitation devices have been developed 
and some of them have been available on the market, there is still a great deal to be 
achieved. Future rehabilitation robot systems should fulfil the following core 
requirements: (1) Low cost: The system should be easily accessible for both patients 
and research members at affordable prices. (2) Portable: The system should be light 
weight and compact size for easy transport and usage. (3) Extent of Operation: The 
system should provide whole arm training. (4) Tele-operation:  The system should be 
tele-controllable [20]. 
Furthermore, clinical studies conducted still show little evidence of superior 
effectiveness using robotic therapy over conventional therapy, although a clear 
benefit is shown in reduced therapist effort, time, and costs. The clinical superiority 
of robotic assisted therapy compared with conventional methods should be more 
clearly demonstrated in order to expand significantly their clinical deployment [21].  
Another challenge in robot-assisted rehabilitation research is how to transfer the 
enhancement achieved in motor skills during training sessions into skills to perform 
ADLs in the real world. Currently, extensive research has been conducted to measure 
and evaluate the effectiveness of robot assisted therapy, but failed to show whether 
this improvement can be translated into skills to perform real life ADLs. Further 
evidence is needed to effectively address this question. 
1.4 Research Aim and Objectives:  
The research hypothesis, aim and objectives of this study were formulated based on 
the research gaps and limitations identified in the literature on robot assisted 
rehabilitation for post-stroke patients. The research was designed to explore whether 
impaired fine motor skills (small, precise, coordinated movements) in stroke patients, 
which requires integrating muscular, skeletal and neurological functions of the hand 
and the individual fingers can be improved and restored through robot-assisted 




finger pinching and the coordinated movement of individual fingers, are of great 
importance in performing delicate ADLs such as eating, drinking and personal 
hygiene.   
More specifically, this study aimed at identifying more effective methods to 
encourage a deeper level of engagement from patients in the rehabilitation process 
and thus to improve effectiveness of the training. Towards such aim, robotic 
techniques, objective tools of assessment and mathematical modelling were deployed 
to improve manipulation skills dependent on fine motor skills and strength of fingers 
as measured by objective tools.  
During the course of this research, efforts were made to respond to the following 
research questions: 
1. To what extent the impaired fine motion motor skills could be restored 
through robotic-assisted rehabilitation? 
2. How did the robotic-assisted rehabilitation of impaired fine motion motor 
skills compare with conventional methods? 
3. Was it possible to enhance the effect of robotic-assisted rehabilitation through 
multi-sensory feedback? 
4. Was it possible to adapt and customise the rehabilitation procedure according 
to the nature of motor skills impairment in a subject? 
5. How could the motor skills acquired through rehabilitation be transformed to 
ADL in real life? 
6. What were the optimal rehabilitation protocols that could balance the 
outcomes against the required length of rehabilitation and associated cost? 
1.5 Research Significance 
Robot assisted therapy provides highly repetitive, accurate movement control and 
quantifies rehabilitation performance. This approach can be combined with advanced 
multi-sensory feedback technology such as Virtual Reality (VR), and Brain 
Computer Interface (BCI) to enhance the effectiveness of training. Robot-assisted 
rehabilitation therapy has the potential to improve the efficiency of motor learning in 
post-stroke rehabilitation to an unprecedented level. 
The robot-assisted post stroke rehabilitation is an active research area and there are 




represents a novel and unique project in terms of its focus and approach. This 
research was focussed on enhancing and restoring fine motor skills of hand and 
fingers, in contrast to the majority of the previous work that were concerned with the 
proximal segments of upper extremities, namely shoulder, arm, elbow and wrist 
functions. This represents a response to a major research gap as the impairment of 
fine hand motor skills is a common phenomenon among stroke and spinal cord injury 
(SCI) patients, which may severely lower their quality of life (QOL) by affecting 
their capability of performing delicate activities of daily life (ADL) such as eating, 
drinking and personal hygiene. Moreover, post-stroke restoration and enhancement 
of impaired fine hand motor skills is a complex process as fine motion requires exact 
intensity of finger strength and coordinated movements between them. 
In addition to its clinical value, the cost effectiveness of robot-assisted rehabilitation 
has been one of the attractions of this approach. Robot-assisted rehabilitation therapy 
can be automated and tele-controlled, enabling one therapist to manage rehabilitation 
training simultaneously for several stroke patients. This approach, therefore, has the 
potential to reduce the labour intensity of rehabilitation and its cost. 
1.6 Contributions and Outcomes 
1.6.1 Contributions of the Thesis 
Towards exploring the research hypothesis and answering the research questions, the 
following major contributions were made by this study:  
1. A comprehensive review of the literature on robotic assisted rehabilitation was 
conducted. The review provides a comprehensive study of major works reported 
in the literature, major trends in this area as well as the state of the art in this 
field. The outcomes of the review were published as a journal paper. 
2. An efficient, flexible and versatile experimental platform based on Amadeo 
robotic device (Tyromotion GmbH, Austria) for accurate control, monitoring and 
measurement of rehabilitation studies of fine motor skills was designed and 
implemented. The system provides an efficient environment for validating 
customised control algorithms and VR based designs on Amadeo rehabilitation 
robotic device and to deliver safe, highly controlled and systematic robotic 
assisted rehabilitation to stroke patients. The technical data of the training is 




3. An intelligent and adaptive control algorithm, referred to as Assist as Needed 
(AAN) with the ability to tailor the rehabilitation process to the specific 
impairment experienced by a subject was developed. The control algorithm can 
effectively improve finger flexion/extension strength and coordination, as well as 
providing AAN assistance force in the desired trajectory thus to improve the 
interaction. It is featured with good nonlinear characteristics, compact structure 
and high operation accuracy.  
4. A VR based multisensory virtual environment was designed and implemented to 
foster transfer of the motor skill improvements achieved during rehabilitation to 
the abilities to perform ADL tasks. The proposed rehabilitation system 
incorporates force rendered adaptive control and immersive VR based 
Rehabilitation Gaming System (RGS) to make the training process more intuitive 
and efficient.  
The intensive task-oriented rehabilitation method designed in this work has the 
potential to stimulate and trigger adaptive changes in the impaired regions of the 
brain by encouraging active participation of the patient using functional 
exercises. Also, multiple levels of difficulty are presented for each exercise, 
allowing individually adjustable training programs. Besides, multi-sensory 
interactive training not only allows the individualization of the training, but also 
enables subjects to play a more active role in their rehabilitation process and 
monitor their own improvement.  
5. Through a series of experiments and clinical trials on post-stroke patients, the 
developed algorithms were validated and their effectiveness was demonstrated.  
6. The results of the experimental work were benchmarked against standard clinical 
procedure such as Fugl-Meyer Assessment (FMA), Motor Assessment Scale 
(MAS) as well as kinematic characteristic featured with output force intensity 
and active Range of Motion (ROM). 
Using Fugl-Meyer Assessment (FMA) and Motor Assessment Scale (MAS) 
methods, as well as measuring the upper-limb motor function through gripping, 
pushing, pulling strength, and reaching kinematics analysis, clinical effects of 




1.6.2 Research Outcomes 
The outcomes of the research were systematically disseminated through various 
publications listed below: 
Published: 
1. X. Huang, F. Naghdy, H. Du, G. Naghdy & C. Todd, "Reinforcement learning 
neural network (RLNN) based adaptive control of fine hand motion rehabilitation 
robot," Proc. IEEE Conference on Control Applications (CCA) Part of 2015 IEEE 
Multi-Conference on Systems and Control, 2015, pp. 941-946. 
2. X. Huang, F. Naghdy, H. Du, G. Naghdy & C. Todd, "Temporal Difference (TD) 
Based Critic-Actor Adaptive Control For A Hand Motion Rehabilitation Robot," 
Proc. 22nd International Conference on Mechatronics and Machine Vision in 
Practice (M2VIP 2015), Proceedings of a meeting held 7-9 December 2015, 
Toowoomba, Australia. 
3. Huang, X., Naghdy, F., Naghdy, G., et al. (2016). “Robot-assisted post-stroke 
motion rehabilitation in upper extremities: a survey”. International Journal on 
Disability and Human Development, 0(0), pp. -. Doi: https://doi.org/10.1515/ijdhd-
2016-0035. 
4. Huang, X., et al., “Design of adaptive control and virtual reality-based fine hand 
motion rehabilitation system and its effects in subacute stroke patients”. Computer 
Methods in Biomechanics and Biomedical Engineering: Imaging & Visualization, 
2017: p. 1-9. Doi: http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/21681163.2017.1343687. 
Accepted: 
5. “Clinical Effectiveness of Combined Virtual Reality and Robot Assisted Fine 
Hand Motion Rehabilitation in Subacute Stroke Patients” submitted to the 15th IEEE 
Conference on Rehabilitation Robotics (ICORR 2017) on Jan 11, 2017. 
Under Review: 
6. “Markov-Fuzzy Neural Network Based Adaptive Control for a Fine Hand Motion 






1.7 Thesis Outline 
According to the work conducted and the outcomes produced, this thesis is structured 
as follows: 
Chapter 1- Introduction: As highlighted so far, this chapter provides a brief 
background and rational for the project, defines its hypothesis and aim, identifies the 
contributions and significance of the work and provides an outline of the thesis 
structure.  
Chapter 2 - Literature review: In this chapter, a systematic review of the literature on 
robot-assisted rehabilitation is conducted. The review covers a wide range of 
methods and devices, identifies the research trends and gaps. An overview of the 
evaluation methods deployed and clinical evidence published is also provided.  
Chapter 3 - Experimental setup: The experimental platform, including clinical trial 
settings, VR based experimental setup and experimental procedures, as well as the 
communication protocol and instructions used during interaction of a host computer 
with Amadeo robot are introduced in this chapter. Lastly, the software development 
environment, participants’ performance evaluation methods and examples of therapy 
report are illustrated at the end of this chapter. 
Chapter 4 - Assisted-As-Needed (AAN) control methods: A Reinforcement Learning 
Neural Network (RLNN) based AAN control algorithm providing AAN control is 
proposed in this chapter. This chapter elaborates on the controller structure, 
controller design, online learning process as well as implementation results and 
conclusions. 
Chapter 5 - Markov-Fuzzy Neural Network (MKV-FNN) based adaptive control: In 
this chapter the details of an intelligent control that provide AAN force and position 
control on Amadeo during rehabilitation training with high precision and efficiency 
is designed and described. The aim is achieved with a control algorithm that 
combines Fuzzy Neural Network (FNN) control method and Markov prediction 
model to improve the force/position tracking and predicting finger motion precision 
during training. This chapter focuses on FNN theory and the Markov based controller 





Chapter 6 - Virtual reality (VR) based Rehabilitation Gaming System (RGS) and 
transferring environment: In this chapter, the design, development and validation of a 
novel 3D VR based RGS are described. The chapter highlights how on the 
enhancement of the motor skills during rehabilitation of stroke patients can be 
transferred into real-life ADL abilities.  
Chapter 7 - Clinical experiments: In this chapter, the novel control methods 
developed in chapters 4 and 5, as well as the VR based transferring environment 
designed in chapter 6 are evaluated on post-stroke patients through systematic 
clinical trials and the results of the experiments are provided. The outcomes 
produced in the clinical trials are also compared against other research studies in this 
area, especially the ones using the same rehabilitation device. 
Chapter 8 - Conclusions and future work: This chapter provides a critical review of 
the outcomes produced in this study, draws some conclusions and discusses the 






2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Introduction 
Stroke occurs when a blood vessel to the brain is suddenly blocked or excessive 
bleeding is experienced. It can result in paralysis, speech impairment, loss of 
memory and reasoning ability, coma or even death [22]. Complete or partial loss of 
movability in the Upper Extremity (UE) is the most commonly reported impairment 
after suffering a stroke, which can profoundly hinder the Activities of Daily Living 
(ADL), thus significantly undermine the quality of life [23]. In most developed 
countries, stroke is the third leading cause for long-term disability. In 2009 an 
estimated 381,400 Australians (1.8% of the national population) were reported 
having suffered from stroke [24]. The impact of stroke varies from person to person 
based on the type, severity, and the location of the stroke. If rehabilitation schemes 
are not sought, the devastating effects of an induced stroke can be permanent.  
Recent neurological research indicates that the impaired motor skills of post-stroke 
patients can be enhanced and possibly restored through task-oriented repetitive 
training [25]. This is due to neuroplasticity-the ability of the brain to change through 
adulthood. Various rehabilitation processes have been developed to take advantage 
of neuroplasticity to retrain neural pathways and restore or improve motor skills lost 
as a result of stroke or Spinal Cord Injuries (SCI). Research in this area over the last 
few decades has resulted in a better understanding of the dynamics of rehabilitation 
in post-stroke patients and development of auxiliary devices and tools to induce 
repeated targeted body movements. With the growing number of stroke rehabilitation 
therapies, the application of robotics within the rehabilitation process has received 
much attention.  
Robot-assisted therapy (RT) is an innovative method of providing repetitive 
movement training, overcoming the identified shortcomings of traditional therapies, 
such as high cost, high labor intensity and difficulty of performance evaluation. It 
offers the potential reduction of associated labor intensity of manual recovery 
training, providing accurate, automated movement control and quantification of 
rehabilitation performance [7]. Most previous RT studies of UE focus on proximal 
parts: the shoulder, wrist, and elbow, failing to achieve the performance of delicate 
ADL tasks such as eating, drinking or handwriting. This is due to the delicate nature 




coordinated movements of the fingers and requires integration of muscular, skeletal 
and neurological functions. 
Multisensory feedback has been proved to be critical in re-establishing the neuronal 
pathways damaged by stroke and closing the sensor motor loop [26]. Several 
multisensory feedback approaches have been proposed for post-stroke motor 
recovery, which includes electromyography (EMG) biofeedback [27], Virtual Reality 
(VR) [28], Brain Computer Interface (BCI) technology [29] and haptic stimuli [30]. 
These techniques facilitate motor recovery by using robot devices and/or electrical 
stimulation to provide multisensory feedback for the neuron rehabilitation process. 
The feedback could help patients to adapt their movement patterns to that of the 
training robot, and to improve their motivation and training efficiency. 
A part of this study, a comprehensive literature review was carried out as a 
comparative analysis of the latest developments and trends in this field, and 
identifying research gaps and potential future work. This review was conducted by 
searching a number of keywords including stroke recovery, neuroplasticity, motor 
rehabilitation, robot-assisted therapy, rehabilitation robotics, upper limb recovery, 
hand rehabilitation, VR, BCI, robot control, adaptive control and assist as needed 
(AAN) based on IEEE Xplore, BioOne, EMBASE, CINAHL, PubMed Databases.  
As a result, 873 papers were identified, which were rigorously and thoroughly 
processed. In the first stage, the title and abstract of each paper were examined to 
grasp the hypothesis and aim of the study. Then among the identified works, papers 
with sound and relevant hypothesis, and high citations satisfying the following 
criteria were selected for review: 
a) The aim, hypothesis and objectives of the paper were clearly described. 
b) For review papers, a systematic comparison or analysis of robotic devices, 
including their structural designs and control methods were conducted or 
review compromised related approaches such as VR and BCI. 
c) For clinical papers, the focus of the paper was on testing the reliability and 
validity of the proposed robotic design or method. 





e) The deployed intervention and methodology in the paper were 
comprehensively explained. 
As a result of the above criteria, 86 papers are selected for further analysis. The 
selected papers were subsequently structured as illustrated in Figure 2-1 according to 
their focus and approach.  


























Figure 2-1 Structure of the review chapter according to UE literature components 
The primary focus of this literature review is on robot-assisted UE rehabilitation in 
stroke patients. Throughout the paper the effectiveness of robot-assisted training is 
established. Accordingly, the contents of the paper are structured as follows: in 
Section 2.2, the neuro-scientific bases of RT are studied. Sections 2.3 compare 
motor-learning evaluation methods and Section 2.4 focus on the effectiveness of RT, 
Section 2.5 review some typical UE motion rehabilitation robots and their designs, as 
well as the quantitative summary and clinical evidences of researches conducted 
using these robotic devices. Section 2.6 explores the control methods deployed in the 
rehabilitation robots. Major conclusions regarding strengths and deficits of the 
research are in Section 2.7. 
2.2 Neuroplasticity and Motor Learning 
Post-stroke recovery and rehabilitation relies on the concept of neuroplasticity, 
assuming that the central nervous system (CNS) cells are able to modify their 
structure and function in response to a variety of external stimuli [31]. Recent 
neuroscience research shows that neuroplasticity occurs in the cerebral cortex and in 
subcortical structures, laying the foundation of stroke rehabilitation theory and 
practice. Evidence from transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS), transcranial 




indicates that neuron reorganisation occurs even in mature adult humans, which is 
the primary justification for neuro-rehabilitation after stroke [32]. Accordingly, 
neurological research over the last decade indicates that post-stroke patients’ motor 
skills can be restored and improved through repetitive training [33]. 
Traditional neurological rehabilitation therapies are based on a bottom-up approach, 
where movement is exerted on the distal physical (bottom) level aiming at 
influencing the neural system (top level). The latest research in neuroplasticity 
explores the reverse, i.e. top-down approach, with a focus on tests and activities that 
positively influence attitudes and motivation of subjects. Belda-Lois et. al [34] 
review brain stimulation using TMS and tDCS to enhance the recovery of the 
impaired hand. The aim of related work is to establish the efficacy of a therapeutic 
intervention based on functional electrical stimulation (FES) therapy to improve 
reaching and grasping functions after severe hemiplegia caused by stroke [35]. 
However, research in this area indicates that repetition of a movement alone without 
paying attention to its functional usage or practical meaning is not enough to produce 
motivated training for motor rehabilitation [36]. Since people are motivated in an 
activity where the outcome matches their effort, an augmented feedback application 
for rehabilitation should take the cognitive and physical deficits of a patient into 
account [37]. This is known as task-specific or goal-oriented training in which 
practice and repetition of purposeful motor functions are deployed to improve 
individual’s functional abilities. Task-specific training, compared with traditional 
stroke rehabilitation therapies, results in longer-lasting motor learning [38]. Goal-
directed training toward neurological learning, when applied in robotics and machine 
learning, holds the promise for UE rehabilitation and quantification of progress 
assessment. 
2.3 Motor-learning Assessment 
Quantitative evaluation of motor skills in stroke patients is a crucial part of stroke 
rehabilitation therapy [39]. In order to assess the effectiveness of the approach, 
improvement in the motor function of each subject is measured before and after 
therapy, and the results are compared. The assessment method usually consists of 
measuring the upper-limb motor function through gripping, pushing, pulling strength 




Widely adopted evaluation strategies include the Fugl-Meyer Assessment (FMA), 
Motor Status Scale (MSS), Wolf Motor Function Test (WMFT), Action Research 
Arm Test (ARAT), Box and Blocks Test (BBT), Jebsen-Taylor Hand Function Test 
(JHFT), and Nine-Hole Peg Test (NHPT). A summary of the characteristics of these 





Table 2-1 A Comparison of Widely-used Post-stroke UE Performance Assessment Methods 
Method Reliability Estimate of MCID Strengths Drawbacks Time 
UE-FMA[41] Inter-rater ICC= 0.98  
Test-retest ICC= 0.86 
66 points for the upper extremity. Assessing the whole UE 
rehab, including shoulder, 
elbow, forearm, wrist, hand 
and fingers. 
Not precise enough for fine 
hand movement evaluation. 
15-20 
min 
MSS [42] Inter-rater /Test-retest 
ICC= 0.98 
Measures shoulder, elbow (maximum 
score = 40), wrist, hand, and finger 
movements (maximum score = 42). 
Reliable and valid 
assessment of UE 
impairment and disability. 
Can be difficult to perform 
and time consuming. 
20-25 
min 




1.5-2 sec (WMFT time -chronic 
stroke); 19 seconds (WMFT time -
acute stroke); 0.2-0.4 pts (WMFT 
FAS) 
Standardized instructions;  
Appropriate at all stages of 
recovery; 
Takes longer than other 
measures gathering the 
same information; 
30 min 
ARAT [39] Inter-rater r=0.98  
Test-retest r=0.98 
6 pts (chronic stroke); 12 points 
(acute stroke - dominant hand); 17 
points (acute stroke - non-dominant 
hand). 
Quick; Easily administered;  
Appropriate at all stages of 
recovery; 
Not commercially 









Test-retest ICC= 0.96 distal volitional control; min 
JHFT [45] Inter-rater  
ICC= 0.82-1.00 
unknown Standardized instructions;  Requires at least minimal 





NHPT [46] Inter-rater/Test-retest: 
r= 0.68-0.99 
32.8 seconds with affected hand Quick; Inexpensive to 
purchase; 
Most appropriate for higher 
performing individuals; 
10 min 




FMA assessment is widely used and well-defined, enabling assessment of the whole 
UE rehabilitation including shoulder, elbow, forearm, wrist, hand and fingers, but is 
not precise enough for fine hand movement evaluation. MSS is an expanded FMA, 
including two sub-scales of shoulder/elbow and wrist/hand scale. MSS has more 
items and is more sensitive than FMA, with higher reliability that makes it suitable 
for robot therapy evaluation. WMFT is available free of charge and requires 
commonly-available equipment for administration, yet, little evidence is available to 
confirm the reliability or validity of the method when used via direct observation. 
ARAT is relatively short and simple and may not be sensitive enough to detect 
changes in performance among patients with severe impairments or near normal 
function, thus is most appropriate for moderate to severe patients. BBT, JHFT and 
NHPT can be fast and easily conducted, but need standard equipment and require at 
least minimal distance volitional control which is not suitable for severely affected 
patients.  
Apart from basic UE evaluation methods, there are a variety of measures available, 
such as Motor Assessment Scale (MAS), Functional Independence Measure (FIM) 
for clinicians to evaluate the post-stroke UE functional recovery. Sivan et al. [47] 
carried out a systematic review and compared the currently used outcome measures 
with considerations for reliability and validity at multiple time-points after stroke, 
suggesting that the selection of an appropriate outcome measure should be based on 
patient characteristics, such as severity of weakness and chronicity of stroke 
impairments.  
2.4 Effectiveness of Robot Assisted Training 
RT offers promise for neuro-rehabilitation, from severely to moderately impaired 
stroke patients. Researches on task-oriented training shows that training with a 
robotic device at high level of intensity can improve the outcome of rehabilitation 
therapy, repetitive training exercise of shoulder, elbow, wrist, finger flexion and 
extension has a positive effect on motor rehabilitation [48-50].  
Researchers have conducted a series of follow-up experiments on post-stroke 
patients to assess the effectiveness of functional recovery of RT in chronic stroke 
patients and have compared the results with conventional therapy. Lum et al. [51] 




techniques for UE motor function rehabilitation. Stroke patients who received six 
months follow-up robot-assisted exercises showed greater gains in proximal arm 
strength and larger increase of reach extent in FMA and FIM test after treatment. 
Staubli et al. [52] investigated the effects of intensive arm training on motor 
performance in four chronic stroke patients with ARMin II. The results of all four 
patients showed significant improvements in the main outcome, which clearly 
indicated that intensive robotic therapy can significantly improve motor function of 
the paretic arm in stroke patients. Mehrholz et al. [53] analysed previous randomized 
controlled trial (RCT) results and compared their effectiveness. The results suggested 
that electromechanical and robot-assisted arm training could improve ADL abilities 
as well as arm function, but no improvement on arm muscle strength was achieved. 
Similar positive results could be seen in [6, 54-60]. These studies suggest that arm 
motor function can be significantly improved in RT in terms of grip, push, and pull 
strengths, confirming that robotic training is at least as effective as conventional 
training.  
Despite these promising discoveries, however, other research studies reveal lack of 
utility of robotic therapy in rehabilitation outcome. In the literature review conducted 
by Norouzi-Gheidari et al. [61], no difference was observed between the intensive 
conventional therapy group and RT group in terms of motor recovery, ADL abilities, 
strength and motor control. In the study conducted by Kahn et al. [62], there was no 
significant difference between the improvements achieved by conventional and 
robotic training groups. Lo et al. [63] conducted a RCT on 127 chronic (6 months or 
more) stroke patients with upper limb impairment. Results showed that RT did not 
significantly improve motor function compared with usual care or intensive therapy 
after 12 weeks of training. A review by Kwakkel et al. [64] suggested that although 
UE motor function sensitivity showed significant improvement after robotic training, 
there was no overall significant effect in favour of RT in terms of performing ADL 
functions. These analyses concluded that highly intensive conventional therapy was 
also effective, resulting in decreased levels of impairment, disability and mortality. 
It is also worth noticing that, according to the targeted areas, proximal and distal 
joints motor recovery efficiency also differs. Mazzoleni et al. [65] suggested that a 
combined proximal and distal group show greater improvement in velocity. 




study carried out by Colombo et al. [66], sub-acute (≤6 months) patients showed 
greater improvement in FMA than chronic (˃6 months) patients. This study 
confirmed that robot-assisted upper limb rehabilitation treatment could contribute to 
increasing motor recovery in subacute stroke patients at early phase of stroke 
recovery. Lastly, the intensity and duration of the rehabilitation therapy were also 
important factors that might influence the effectiveness of the outcome, which also 
should be taken into account when comparing the effects. 
2.5 Rehabilitation Robots 
2.5.1 Coarse Motion Rehabilitation Robots 
According to the targeted area and size of the human body, motion rehabilitation can 
be classified into two categories of coarse motion and fine motion rehabilitation. 
Although there has been extensive research in the field of motor skills rehabilitation, 
the majority of these studies and proposed robots concentrate on coarse motion, with 
a focus on proximal parts of UE, namely the shoulder, elbow, and wrist. Table 2-2 
summarizes the main features of highly cited robotic systems for coarse motion 





Table 2-2 Highly cited robot systems for coarse motion UE rehabilitation 




3 Forearm position and 
torque 
DC motor (x1), 
magnetic particle 
brakes (x2) 
Shoulder and elbow 










Shoulder and elbow. 
 
Passive, active and interactive 
training modes; Provide visual, 
tactile and auditory feedback. 
InMotion ARM/ 
Interactive Motion 
Tech. Inc. previous 
name InMotion 2.0 
3 Joint positions, angular 
velocity and torque  
DC brushless 
motors 
Shoulder and elbow (in the 
plane + gravity compensation) 
End-effector-based stationary 
system; Commercial version of 
MIT-Manus.  
ARMin /Riener  
[52] 
6 Position, force and torque Not specified Shoulder, elbow, forearm and 
wrist. 
Semi-exoskeleton; combines a 




1 Not specified Not specified Forearm pro-/supination and 
wrist flexion/extension.   
Commercial system; No feedback 






3 End-point torque, position 
and velocity. 
DC brushed motors Wrist, elbow and shoulder. Exercise in a virtual environment 
with performance feedback. 
GENTLE/s/Coote 
[70] 
6 End-point torque, position 
and velocity. 
DC brushed motors 
(Haptic Master) 
Shoulder, elbow and forearm; European Commission/ CORDIS 
project; Based on Haptic Master. 
REHAROB/ 
Fazekas[71] 
12 End-point torques 
 
Electrical motor Shoulder and elbow European Commission/ CORDIS 
project; Uses ABB IRB 140 and 
IRB 1400H robots. 
MIME/ Burgar 
[72] 




(PUMA 560 robot) 
Shoulder, elbow and forearm. Can work in pre-programmed 











MIT-MANUS [68] is the first robot developed specifically for clinical neurological 
applications and is configured for safe, stable, and highly compliant operation in 
close physical contact with humans. However, it can only provide two dimensional 
movements with shoulder-and-elbow therapy in the horizontal plane. MIME [51] has 
many similarities to MANUS, can fully control both the position and direction of the 
forearm, allowing subjects at various levels of impairment to practice training 
programs, although the robot has no back-drivability. More recent developments 
such as the ARM Guide [67] assists in moving the arm along a straight-line 
trajectory. These systems, though highly cited, have only historic importance now. 
The latest designs of UE rehabilitation robots are featured with light weight, high 
portability, more joints and higher degrees of freedom (DOF). Robots representing 
coarse motion systems include: ARMin II [52] (Figure 2-2A), a 6-DOF semi-
exoskeleton for movement in shoulder, elbow, forearm and wrist. Apart from 
position, force and torque sensors, ARMin II also uses a haptic system with 
audio/visual feedback to deliver patient-cooperative arm therapy. HapticMaster [69] 
(Figure 2-2B), a 3-DOF haptic robot device used as the basis of GENTLE/S. It is 
equipped with force and position sensors and designed as a generic platform for 
applications requiring human interaction. What makes it different from most haptic 
interfaces is its admittance controlled power output, which results in high joint 
stiffness in conjunction with high force sensitivity. NeReBot [73] (Figure 2-2C), a 3-
DOF wire-driven robot, is featured with low-cost, safe mechanical structure and high 
transportability. The REHAROB therapeutic System [71] (Figure 2-2D) is the first 
robotic system built from two industrial robots, it has 12 DOF combined, can provide 
full ROM of shoulder girdle and the elbow. However, the REHAROB is limited to 






Figure 2-2 Latest designs of UE coarse motion rehabilitation robots. A: ARMin II [52]: 6-
DOF semi-exoskeleton for movement in shoulder, elbow, forearm and wrist (A healthy test 
subject is performing a simple ball-game task); B: Haptic Master [69]: a 3-DOF haptic robot 
device; C: NeReBot [73]: a 3-DOF wire-driven robot for post-stroke upper-limb 
rehabilitation; D: REHAROB [71]: uses two industrial robots, can be customized to suit each 
patient’s requirements. 
Apart from these highly cited robots, Maciejasz et al. [74] cite other systems, many 
of which are under research and development stage, and are consequently not 
included in this review. Hesse et al. [75] analyzed the clinical trials conducted with 
some of the above robots and compare their effectiveness.  
These studies indicate that novel robotic technology can provide repetitive task-
oriented motions, greater intensity of practice, and more engaging environment for 
the user, and thus making it less labor intensive than conventional therapy. In 
conclusion, robot-assisted motor rehabilitation provides a new option for stroke 
patients. However, it is currently difficult to evaluate the therapeutic effectiveness of 
RT due to the availability of the limited clinical data. Also, none of the studies 
demonstrate how the improvements achieved during training can be transformd to 




replace the interpersonal contact between a human therapist and patient in 
rehabilitation in the near future. 
2.5.2 Fine Motion Rehabilitation Robots 
According to the targeted area and size of the human body, motion rehabilitation can 
be classified into two categories of coarse motion and fine motion. Extensive 
research based on coarse motion rehabilitations robots such as the Mirror Image 
Motion Enabler (MIME), MIT-Manus, ARM-Guide, REHAROB, NeReBot [73], Bi-
Manu-Track, GENTLE/S, ARMin [52], HapticMaster [69], and RUPERT has been 
conducted. However, they cannot address certain problems such as stiffness in the 
distal arm and hand function, especially, the independent movement and the 
cooperation of each finger, which is essential in performing most ADLs. Robot-
assisted training that specifically target hand rehabilitation is thus needed to achieve 
significant improvement in the recovery of the whole arm function. This subsection 
focuses on this missing link and conducts a systematic review of fine motion 
rehabilitation robots. According to the targeted body parts, different robots designed 
for fine motion rehabilitation are summarized in Tables 2-3 and 2-4. 
Table 2-3 Commercial robot systems for fine motion assisting finger rehabilitation 
Make/Researcher DOF control inputs Actuators Strengths Features 
Amadeo/ 
Tyromotion 





























Hand of Hope/ 
Rehab-Robotics 





















































The effectiveness of Amadeo (Figure 2-3A) was verified by Hwang et al. [4] and 
Stein et al. [76]. Their results showed improvement in joints, grasping, and pinching 
power of wrist and hand subportion in the Jebsen-Taylor test, and FMA arm motor 
scale. CyberGrasp (CyberGlove Systems LLC, USA) (Figure 2-3B) is a force-
feedback glove that is used in therapeutic scenarios. Adamovich et al. [77] 
investigated VR-based games in a robotic/virtual environment to train the hand and 
arm of hemiparesis patients. The system employed a simulated piano that presented 
visual, auditory and tactile feedback. Hand of Hope was a therapeutic device that 
could help patients to regain hand mobility through motor relearning. The InMotion 
HAND robot (Figure 2-3C) is an add-on module for InMotion ARM Robot. It can 
continuously adapt to the needs of each patient, capable of providing continuous 
passive motion grasp and release training and delivering customizable therapy.  
Gloreha hand rehabilitation glove (Figure 2-3D) is a lightweight glove with 5 
independent motors, which allows combining different motion of fingers in complex 
exercises, making it extremely lightweight and comfortable to use. This feature also 
distinguishes Gloreha from other devices, which usually provide a much more rigid 





Figure 2-3 Commercial robot systems for fine motion assisting finger rehabilitation: A. 
Amadeo [13] imitates the natural task-oriented grasping and extending movement and 
imprints it on the patient’s hand; B. CyberGrasp [77]: a force-reflecting exoskeleton that 
assist and measure the hand movements; C. InMotion Hand [78]: strengthens each patient’s 
capability to reacquire and improve motor skills by continuous extension and grasping 
training. D. Gloreha hand rehabilitation glove: featured with lightweight design, high 
flexibility, easy wearing and simultaneous 3D visualization. 
There are also finger assisting systems that are not currently commercially available 
such as Rutgers Hand Master [79] force-feedback glove interacts with a virtual 
environment. HEXORR by Schabowsky et al. [12] provides full ROM for all fingers 
and incorporates different degrees of abduction/adduction. HandCARE by Dovat et 
al. [80] cable-actuated rehabilitation robot assists a subject in hand opening and 
closing motions and can accommodate various hand shapes and finger sizes, as well 
as offer multiple training possibilities. Lum et al. [81]  review some of the above 
mentioned robot designs and rehabilitation training results. They conclude that more 
highly motivating home-based devices are needed, as they can provide high doses of 




Table 2-4 Rehabilitation Robot Systems Assisting Arm and Finger Movements 
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Whole arm. Commercial 
system based on 
ARMin III 
ArmeoSpring/ 
Hocoma AG;  




Whole arm. Commercial 
system based on 
T-WREX 
Among these designs, widely used commercial systems includes: The ReoGo system 
(Motorica Medical Inc. USA) (Figure 2-4A) [84], which is the first robotic-based 
instrument and procedure for assessing upper extremity motor impairments in 




hand and finger movements. The ArmeoPower (Hocoma AG, Switzerland) (Figure 
2-4B) [85] is a specifically designed device for patients with severe motion 
impairment with no voluntary activation of their arm muscles. The equipment 
combines adjustable, ergonomic guidance of the impaired arm with interactive 
therapy exercises. Specially, RUPERT (Figure 2-4C) [83] is a study-stage 
lightweight 5-DOF pneumatic muscle actuators (PMA) driven wearable whole arm 
exoskeleton robot. It assists shoulder elevation, humeral external rotation, elbow 
extension, forearm supination and wrist/hand extension. What makes the device 
unique is its ability to provide real-time, objective assessment for functional 
improvement of the therapy. 
 
Figure 2-4 Rehabilitation Robot Systems Assisting Arm and Finger Movements: A. ReoGo 
[84]: facilitate 3D repetitive arm and hand movements; B. ArmeoPower [85] is based on 
ARMin III exoskeleton; C. RUPERT[86] is a 5-PMA powered exoskeleton to assist 
movement in the shoulder, elbow, wrist and hand. 
To conclude, although the existing upper limb rehabilitation robots could provide 
both assistance and resistance force for a patient during motion, their designs are not 
ideal to give full confidence and safety to a patient during training. These devices 
still lack adequate control interfaces to allow a subject to operate them in an intuitive 
and natural manner. In order to achieve significant improvement in rehabilitation 
robots, the following fundamental issues should be addressed: (1) How can we 
increase the voluntary controllable DOFs thus to achieve the natural and smooth 
movement with the right trajectory and intensity of force? (2) How can a robot 
provide a patient with exact amount of support when needed? (3) How can we 
provide sufficient feedback and interaction that is needed for functional recovery? (4) 




urgent need for adaptive control algorithms that can adjust and control the training 
movement trajectory repetitively and naturally. 
2.5.3 Quantitative Summary and Clinical Evidence 
Literature reveals a number of studies that deploy RT-based clinical trials to compare 
the training effectiveness against that of CT, and to quantitatively validate the 
efficiency of the proposed robotic designs. These selected clinical trials, featured 
with relatively large sample sizes and quantitative clinical assessments adopted as 


















RT enhanced motor performance and 
improved functional outcome. 





RT shows advantages in terms of clinical 
and biomechanical measures over CT. 
Fasoli 2003 MIT-
MANUS 




RT may complement other treatment 




39 6 weeks UE-FMA=7.9 UE-FMA=24.6 Improvement in upper limb control and 
power. 
Fazekas 2006 REHAROB 12 20 days FIM= 106.875 FIM= △6.7 
(6.2% increased) 
Decreased spasticity of elbow flexors and 
shoulder abductors. 
Kahn 2006 ARM 19 8 weeks Supported fraction of FS=0.79 Guided-force training techniques hold 




Guide speed (FS)=0.7 ability after stroke. 







RT results exceed spontaneous 
Recovery. 






RT combined with conventional therapy 
showed greater improvements in 
functional abilities. 
Housman 2007 T-Wrex 23 8 weeks UE-FMA=24.0 UE-FMA=△3.7 T-WREX training demonstrated 




GENTLE/S 31 9 sessions UE-FMA=30.0 UE-FMA=45.0 RT and sling suspension (SS) both caused 
changes in comparison to the baseline. 
Conroy 2011 InMotion 62 6 weeks UE-FMA= 20.3 UE-FMA=△ 2.94 Chronic stroke is responsive to intensive 
motor task training. 
Abbreviations: UE-FMA=Upper Extremity-Fugl Meyer Assessment; FMA-SE=shoulder and elbow score in FMA; FMA-WH=wrist and hand score in FMA; 
MSS-SE=Motor Status Score (MSS) in shoulder and elbow; FIM=Functional Independence Measure; RT=robot-assisted therapy; CT=conventional therapy; 




2.6 Control of Rehabilitation Robots 
Unlike industrial robots, the most important issue in rehabilitation robots is safety; 
requiring careful consideration of not only the robot and its environment but also the 
nonlinear movement of the patient. In humans, multi-joint manipulation of UE is a 
highly complex integration of sensory information, sensorimotor transformations and 
motor planning [18]. Achieving such a complexity in a robot is a major challenge in 
itself. The core element of the robotic rehabilitation system is its control strategy that 
provides a patient with the desired trajectory and the exact amount of force. 
Rehabilitation robots usually have three interacting control modes, and two levels of 
control. These modes and levels of control are summarized and described in Table 2-
6. 
Table 2-6 Glossary of terms concerning types of control 
Term Description 
Monitor mode Robots operate in free mode and apply no force on the upper limb 
of subject, but measure the tremor parameters of the subject. 
Passive control mode The patient has little control of motor functions and the robotic 
device provides guidance to lead the movement when performing 
a task. In this mode, the robot plays a dominant role and provides 
full guidance for the desired movement during grasping, reaching 
or holding objects. 
Active control mode In active mode, the patient has some level of control on the 
affected arm and can perform the expected task to some extent. 
The robotic device assists a patient’s arm movement along the 
desired trajectory. Active movements have been reported to have 
beneficial effects on restoring the upper limb functions [36], since 
they assist brain to reorganise its neuro-connectivity and result in 
a better therapeutic effects. 
Low level control PID, position, force control for example, feathered with easy 
implementation but lack cognitive abilities. 
High level control Cognitive abilities (e.g. reasoning, knowledge representation), 
providing robots with higher level cognitive functions that 




2.6.1 Low Level Control 
Earlier robotic rehabilitation systems primarily use low-level assistive controllers to 
assist the movement of patients’ arms. For example, MIT Manus deploys an 
impedance controller, MIME is controlled by PID and GENTLE/s uses an 
admittance controller for movement assistance. Position control, as in [87], is easy to 
implement with high reliability yet provides only spatial guidance. Model based 
force (impedance) control strategies [88, 89] require little off-line task planning, with 
high robustness and can be applied as either torque-based (classical) or position-
based force control. However developing the model can be difficult, time-
consuming, and highly prone to error. A hybrid control strategy, as in [2, 90], divides 
the task space into force and position controlled subspaces yet fails to recognise the 
importance of manipulator impedance. UE movement is nonlinear and dynamic in 
nature, and consequently conventional low level control approaches have their 
limitations in controlling an upper-limb rehabilitation robot. 
2.6.2 High Level Control 
Regarding the limitations of low-level control, some recent rehabilitation robots 
deploy high-level control methods such as fuzzy logic control (FLC) [91], adaptive 
control [92, 93] and neural network control (NNC) [18, 94], achieving satisfactory 
results. FLC holds the power of processing fuzzy human language information and 
can simulate human judgement, as well as the decision making process. It, however, 
has poor adaptability and limited steady-state accuracy. Adaptive control effectively 
reduces speed jitter, enhancing the position and velocity tracking precision, 
reliability and robustness. Desired force and impedance control parameters are 
adjusted automatically according to the patient’s physical and/or physiological 
condition, and the rehabilitation phase. But, it is a feedback system and does not 
prove stable in nonlinear applications. NNC offers parallel processing and high 
degree of self-learning and adaptive ability. It can be combined with other control 
methods such as FLC and reveals utility for reinforcement learning control. 
However, neural network cannot describe nor process fuzzy information, and errors 





2.6.3 Assist as Needed (AAN) 
In robotic assisted rehabilitation, providing too much assistance may have negative 
consequence for motor learning. A commonly stated goal in active assistance 
exercise is to provide assistance-as-needed, which means to assist the participant 
only as much as needed to accomplish the task [95]. In this concept, the goal of the 
robotic device is to either assist or correct the movement of the subject. Regarding 
current assistance strategies employed in robotic systems, the AAN control concept 
has shown to encourage the active motion of patient. The crucial challenge facing 
current AAN strategy is the lack of an adequate definition of the desired limb 
trajectory and the trajectory that, robot should generate to cooperate with the 
patient’s motion. A rehabilitation system that can provide sensory feedback from the 
subject and autonomously adjust different exercise parameters in accordance with 
each individual’s needs is of high demand and may benefit the rehabilitation process 
enormously.  
Recently, researchers have been developing self-adaptive algorithms aimed at 
automating the process of setting the support levels based on increased patient effort 
(detected with force sensors), or based on kinematic errors [96]. Keller et al. [97] 
introduced a new control approach which combined an existing path controller with 
additional speed controller to support when the arm speed was too slow, and to resist 
when the speed was too fast. Experimental results showed that the AAN path 
controller could be used to support upper extremity during performing reaching tasks 
by adjusting the assistance in accordance with the needs of patient. However, the 
AAN path controller was only tested on healthy subjects. Further experiments on real 
patients should be carried out for further evaluation of the method’s effectiveness. 
2.7 Conclusions and Future Work 
UE motion rehabilitation is comparatively difficult because of the high number of 
DOFs involved and the difference between the units of muscular activations space 
and workspace. Although diverse applications of robotic rehabilitation devices have 
been developed and some of them have been commercialized, these therapies are 
limited to coarse motion and hand motions such as gripping and tapping. 
Independent movement of each finger and the coordination of multiple muscles 




should concentrate on the following aspects: (1) Whole arm training: the robotic 
system should be able to provide training for the whole arm, including fine hand 
motion, thus to regain the ability of performing delicate ADLs in real life. (2) 
Transforming the achieved improvements: There are no commonly accepted 
effective methods to translate the improvements into the abilities of performing 
ADLs. (3) Fully adaptive control: Future robotic systems should be featured with 
AAN control thus to cooperate with the movement of the patient, and to deliver the 
training in a more freely natural manner. (4) More immersive training environment: 
This will encourage the voluntary active participation from the patient and promote 
the training efficiency. (5) Tele-controllable: the therapist should be able to conduct 
training remotely, permitting several subjects to receive the training at the same time, 
thus to reduce the operating cost. 
To sum up, clinical studies conducted still show little evidence of overwhelming 
superior effectiveness of the robotic therapy over conventional therapy. Although 
robotic rehabilitation has a clear benefit in terms of reducing the therapist’s effort, 
time and cost. Further work is, therefore, required to show a more significant benefit 





3 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 
3.1 Introduction 
The experimental work of this research project was conducted based on a fine hand 
motion rehabilitation robot called AMADEO (Tyromotion GmbH, Austria). The 
robot was interfaced to a host computer for programming and interaction with the 
user. In this chapter, the experimental set-up is described and some detail on the 
methods deployed to communicate with the robot and process its data is provided. 
The reminder of this chapter is structured as follows: the experimental platform, 
including clinical trial settings and VR based experimental setup are introduced in 
section 3.2; Details of experimental procedure are given in section 3.3; 
Communication API and examples of sending and receiving data from Amadeo robot 
are explained in section 3.4; The software development environment is shown in 
section 3.5 and lastly, participants’ performance evaluation methods and examples of 
therapy report are illustrated in section 3.6. 
3.2 Experimental Platform 
3.2.1 Amadeo Hand Therapy System 
In this study, a five Degrees of Freedom (DOF) hand rehabilitation robotic device 
called Amadeo Hand Therapy System (Tyromotion GmbH, Graz, Austria) [4, 13] is 
used as the experimental platform. This robot is designed for rehabilitation of 
patients with motor functional disorders of the distal upper extremity. Amadeo 
provides position-based passive and active assistive training modes based on the 
flexion and extension of each finger. The moving finger slides are attached to the 
fingers using a small magnetic disc and cohesive tape for connection with the robot. 






Figure 3-1 Hand motion training with Amadeo and its main technical specifications. 
The Amadeo Hand Therapy System consists of the electrically driven movement 
mechanism itself, a supportive framework which is adjustable in height including 
Hand-Arm support, an operating panel and a control and operating unit by way of a 
PC computer. During the therapy the patient is positioned directly in front of the 
device in a comfortable upright posture. The Hand-Arm support is brought into 
position and supports the weight of the upper and lower arms as well as that of the 
hand during the therapy as shown in Fig 3-2.  
 




Amadeo moves the fingers and the thumbs according to a determined pattern which 
is defined by its control algorithm. The finger slides can transfer a bend and stretch 
movement to the fingers either all at once or one after the other. The range of motion 
(ROM) in two-dimensional space is adjustable for each finger separately to suit the 
specific need of the user. After the fingertips have been attached to the finger and 
thumb pads provided and the respective ROM has been set, an automatic movement 
sequence is carried out.  
Depending on the requirements, the patient can take a passive or an active part in the 
therapy. The integrated position and force sensors enable quantitative recording and 
evaluation of the finger strengths occurring. Amadeo therapy programmes provide 
numerous individually processes that can be set for each patient in consultation with 
the treating physician.  
3.2.2 Virtual Reality (VR) Setup  
In addition to Amadeo, Oculus Rift VR Head Mounted Display was used in the 
experimental set up to provide an immersive virtual training environment aiming to 
improving the active participation and interaction of the subject. The experimental 
setup consisting of Amadeo and Oculus is shown in Fig 3-3. 
Amadeo hand 
rehabilitation robot




Figure 3-3 Experimental setup-Stroke patients using Amadeo rehabilitation robot with 3D 
VR using Oculus Rift Head-Mounted-Display (HMD) 
The Amadeo rehabilitation robot was interfaced to an external computer for data 
processing. For 2D Rehabilitation Gaming System (RGS), the external computer also 
served as the output display, it was connected to the Amadeo hand rehabilitation 




Rift DK2 Head Mounted Display (HMD) was used as the output device while the 
external computer showed the synchronised view of the HMD in real time. This 
experimental setting enabled the researcher to monitor and supervise the 
performance of a subject at the same time. 
During 3D RGS training, a subject wore Oculus Rift DK2 HMD and sat in front of 
the Amadeo robot with his impaired hand attached to the finger slides of Amadeo 
hand rehabilitation robot. The Oculus position tracker was mounted 1.2 meters in 
front of the user and vertically aligned with the shoulders and front-facing the 
patient, receiving IR signals from the Oculus HMD to detect the position of user’s 
head orientation.  
When the Amadeo robot was set in free passive mode, the subject actively controlled 
the finger slides by applying force on them thus to manipulate a virtual object in the 
RGS. Embedded position and force sensors of Amadeo detected the user’s 
movement and electric motors executed the computed results in the form of position 
and velocity.  
3.3 Conducting Experiments 
3.3.1 Standard Training Modes  
Standard control method of Amadeo is capable of delivering rehabilitation training 
therapies in three different modes: (1) CPM mode in which the hand is stimulated in 
continuous passive motion therapy. (2) Assistive therapy in which the hand motion is 
assisted by robot and adjusted to the functional limitations of the subject. (3) Active 
gaming that includes active training in a VR environment by carrying out various 
target-oriented tasks. After the patient has been connected to the device the 





Figure 3-4 Selection of Amadeo standard therapy programs. 
More specifically, each mode determines the level of active participation of the 
patients as defined below: 
CPM and CPMplus: This mode allows carrying out of Continuous Passive Motion. 
Gripping movements are only carried out within the pre-set ROM areas defined 
according to each patient’s motor skill status thus to ensure safety of the user. 
Assistive Therapy: This programme enables the subject to perform the movements 
actively by applying the required force through the fingers. When the finger slides 
are not actively moved any more, the system takes over and carries out the extension 
respectively flexion to the end limits.  
Active Games: There are five active games in the standard Amadeo rehabilitation 
platform, these games enable the patient to take an active role in controlling the 
position of virtual objects in simulated environments. The achieved score in these 
games indicate the force and the position applied by each finger. 
Amadeo standard therapy program also enables each finger to move at the same time 
or one after another alternately. When the fingers are at the fully extended position 
the thumb carries out one flexion and one extension. The full range of movement of 




3.3.2 Experimental Procedure 
In Amadeo development environment software, the experimental data of a patient is 
recorded and stored for further analysis. At the beginning of an experiment, a data 
file is created for a new patient whereas the data file of a patient who has used the 
system previously is opened for selection. The patient’s fingers are then connected to 
the finger slides. After the training, the data can be analysed through various 
assessment tools provided by the system. This experimental procedure is illustrated 












Figure 3-5 Clinical experimental procedure 
During and between training sessions, the position of subjects’ finger can vary 
slightly due to movement of patient’s hand. Thus before the clinical trials begin, 
range of movement (ROM) for each finger needs to be set or modified thus to avoid 
harming the patient. The menu item "Change Range of Movement" can be used for 
most of the therapy and Assessment tools. After editing the ROM, the therapy or 
assessment which was interrupted can be continued automatically.  
3.4 Communication API 
The Amadeo Interface is integrated within LabVIEW 2014 (National Instruments, 




commands to the robot and receive the readings of the Amadeo sensors. A snapshot 
of the interface front panel is shown in Figure 3-6. 
 
Figure 3-6 Communication software GUI with connection details, send and receive for the 
Amadeo communication with an external control system. 
3.4.1 Sending Control Data  
The communication with Amadeo through the interface takes place via UDP 
protocol. Through this protocol, the user can set the position and velocity of the 
fingers and accordingly control the movement of finger slides. These values are 
interpreted according to the running therapy program. 
The range and unit for position and velocity are defined as below: 
Position: 0-100, the furthest end of the moving slide is defined as 100 and 
nearest if defined as 0. 
Velocity: 0-10 cm/s (0 is the lowest and 10 stands for the highest speed.) 
Range of Movement (ROM): 0-100, defined by current position of finger.  
An example of sending control data using UDP protocol and explanation of the code 




Table 3-1 sending control data through UDP protocol 
Protocol: UDP  
Port: 61000 
Sampling rate: Max. 50 data packages per second 
XML-Format: 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"> 
<command> 
<Value>10</Value>                //the average position value=10// 
<pol>10</pol>                         //the thumb finger position value=10// 
<ind>10</ind>                         //the index finger position value=10// 
<med>10</med>                      //the middle finger position value=10// 
<anu>10</anu>                        //the ring finger position value=10// 
<min>10</min>                       //the pinky finger position value=10// 
<vel_pol>10</vel_pol>            //the thumb finger velocity value=10// 
<vel_ind>10</vel_ind>            //the index finger velocity value=10// 
<vel_med>10</vel_med>         //the middle finger velocity value=10// 
<vel_anu>10</vel_anu>           //the ring finger velocity value=10// 
<vel_min>10</vel_min>          //the pinky finger velocity value=10// 
</command> 
The average position <Value>10</Value> in the table is the mean value of all five 
fingers, this data is used as the input finger position value in active games as well as 
in assessment recordings to reflect the overall range of motion (ROM). 
3.4.2 Receiving Sensory Data  
The communication software continuously sends the sensory data produced during 
the operation of Amadeo to the host computer via UDP protocol. 
Table 3-2 Transmitted sensor data through UDP protocol 
Protocol: UDP 
Port: Answer to the sender-port (local port of the external system) 
Sampling rate: Approx. 10 data packages per second 
XML-Format: 
















The data package consists of the position and force signals measured for each finger. 
The position signal is the actual finger position according to the range of motion 
(ROM) set for the patient. The values vary within [0,100] where 0 is the maximum 
flexion and 100 is the maximum extension. 
The finger force value is in Newton with one decimal point accuracy. A positive 
value denotes a flexion directed force and a negative value denotes an extension 
directed force. 
The finger numbers for the right hand as well as the left hand are defined as 0 for 
thumb, 1 for index, 2 for middle, 3 for ring, and 4 for little finger. 
An example of the transmitted data packages is illustrated in Table 3-3. 
Table 3-3 Example for received data packages and its meaning 
Data Packages Received data Data Meaning  







Thumb and index finger move to “10% 
flexion”, i.e. to one-tenth of the permitted 
flexion distance. The thumb is moving with 
the velocity 2 cm/s, and the index finger with 
1 (= standard value at the beginning of the 
therapy). 
Data Package 2 <command> 
<vel_anu>2.5</vel_anu> 
</command> 
There is no change in the finger slides. The 
velocity for future movements of the ring 
finger is set to 2.5 cm/s. 
Data Package 3 <command> 
<pol>50</pol> 










Thumb: 2 cm/s 
Index finger: 1 cm/s 
Middle finger: 1 cm/s 
Ring finger: 2.5 cm/s 
Little finger: 1 cm/s 
3.5 Development Environment 
The standard control algorithm of Amadeo is based on position control with constant 
assistive force intensity, ignoring the specific motor condition of a patient. In clinical 
practice, this makes the training program less challenging as the patient may end up 
with following the movement of the slides passively, thereby undermining the 
effectiveness of the therapy [51]. An alternative approach is dynamic assistive force 
intensity, or adaptive Assist-As-Needed (AAN) [15] control that in which the control 
program adjusts the amount of force applied by the fingers according to the assistive 
force required by a patient, thus keeping the training more engaging and challenging. 
The result is enhanced training efficiency and reduction in the rehabilitation period, 
both resulting in the overall cost of rehabilitation.  
This limitation is addressed in this thesis by proposing two force-rendered adaptive 
control algorithms, aiming to promote the active participation of stroke patients and 
to improve the training efficiency. This chapter explains the design of external 
control environment developed using LabVIEW and details of the control algorithm 
design and implementation results will be discussed in next Chapter 4 and chapter 5. 
In Amadeo, a control environment based on LabVIEW is provided on the host 
computer to interact with the robot. This system receives control signals in the form 
of position and velocity from a user computer and provides the current position of 
the actuators and the force applied to the fingers slides through a UDP 
communication protocol.  
The proposed control algorithms are coded in Matlab using ‘MATLAB Script’ and 
embedded in the LabVIEW environment. It provides access to all custom-defined m 
functions in LabVIEW files. This structure enables easy update and revision of the 
control algorithm. The MATLAB Script of the control environment in LabVIEW 





Figure 3-7 Screenshot of RLNN MATLAB Script in LabVIEW environment 
The complete control system front panel in LabVIEW is shown in Fig. 3-8. 
 
Figure 3-8 LabVIEW Front panel of the complete control system 
The real-time position and force values of each finger are shown in bar charts on the 
left half of the window, while the variation of position and force are plotted on the 
top right half of the window. The sensitivity of the assistive force applied by the 
actuator for each finger can be easily tuned by adjusting the five knobs on the right 
bottom corner of the window. This makes the system adaptable for different groups 
of patients. The system is also featured with adjustable settings of easy switch 




3.6 Performance Evaluation 
3.6.1 Assessment Tools 
In this study the focus is on fine hand motion rehabilitation and the outcome is 
measured changes in post- training performance of the subject compared to pre-
training data. Hence, deploying an appropriate quantitative evaluation method to 
compare pre and post training performance is critical. The kinematic performance of 
the patient during clinical trials can be evaluated by Active Range of Movement 
(ROM) and Active Force output. Hence, position and force signals provided by 
Amadeo enable easy and timely assessment of patient’s performance. These 
kinematic assessment methods can be selected from the development environment. 
Apart from kinematic aspects, widely adopted clinical methods such as Fugl-Meyer 
Assessment (FMA) hand sub-section and Motor Assessment Scale (MAS) Hand 
Movement Score are also suitable as they are relatively accurate and easy to conduct 
and administer [47].  
3.6.2 Therapy Report 
Amadeo is capable of recording the therapy delivered and storing the performance 
data in its database. The recorded data consist of finger activation, completed 
therapies, time statistics, force assessment and ROM assessment as shown in Figure 
3-9. 
 




The stored data can be used to review the amount time that a patient has spent on 
various groups of therapy, consisting of passive CPM & CPMplus therapies, assistive 
therapy and active therapies. The total therapy time for each group is shown on the 
right hand of the window in minutes. 
In force Assessment, the grip strength for stretching and bending over a period of 
time is recorded as a white dot. From the results a trend line is also determined and 
displayed. The diagram provides a rapid overview of the success of the therapy. 
3.6.3 Typical Assessment Data 
In order to illustrate the nature of the assessment data, the result of treatment of a 54-
year-old male stroke subject who suffered from hemiplegia caused by a stroke that 
occurred 52 months prior to therapy is described. The right hand of the subject has 
limited movability and its function is severely compromised.  
Using standard Amadeo algorithm, the rehabilitation program for the subject 
consisted of 36 sessions for a period of 12 consecutive weeks (3 times/ week), each 
session lasted for 30 minutes. The treatments composed of: (1) CPM mode in which 
the hand was stimulated in continuous passive motion therapy modality for 10 
minutes. (2) Assistive therapy in which the hand motion was assisted by Amadeo and 
was adjusted to the functional limitations of the subject for 15 minutes, and (3) 
Active Virtual Reality (VR) games that includes active training in a VR environment 
by carrying out various target-oriented tasks for 5 minutes.  
Assessment of finger extension/flexion strength and the range of motion (ROM) 
were conducted at the end of each training session. The results of the training 
composing the flexion/extension force variations over the training period are shown 





Figure 3-10 History of force assessment 
For every Force Assessment the grip strength for stretching and bending over a 
period of time is recorded as a dot. From the results a trend line is also obtained and 
displayed, the diagram provides a rapid overview of the success of the therapy. It can 
be seen from these diagrams that the flexion strength of the subject has improved on 
average from 21 to 29N. However, as for extension, the force intensity has dropped 
from 10 to 2N on average. Although the exact cause of this phenomenon is unknown, 
a possible explanation could be that the subject has confused extending with grasping 
during performing these tests, as there is no clear instruction on how to conduct these 
assessments.  
Similar to the evaluation of the force measurements, every assessment result is 
entered into a diagram over the training period. The trend line is determined and 
displayed as shown in Fig. 3-11. 
 




As for the change in ROM, the subject has improved from 38% to 75% on average. 
Results so far suggest that the proposed control method improves the performance of 
AAN training protocols in terms of strength and ROM assessment compared with 
standard training methods. By providing the exact amount of force when it is needed, 
the algorithm can potentially motivate the active participation of patient and keeps 
the training challenging, while preventing machine to take over the rehabilitation 





4 REINFORCEMENT LEARNING NEURAL NETWORK BASED 
ADAPTIVE CONTROL 
4.1 Introduction 
The aim of this chapter is to deploy intelligent control to provide the AAN force and 
position control to the patient during rehabilitation training with high control 
precision, and to improve training efficiency as a result. In this chapter, the 
development of a force-based adaptive control algorithm for fine hand motion 
rehabilitation training in post-stroke patients is described. The proposed temporal 
difference based critic-actor structured reinforcement learning neural network 
(RLNN) control method is explored to provide adaptive control during post-stroke 
fine hand motion rehabilitation training. The effectiveness of the method is verified 
through computer simulation and implementation on a hand rehabilitation robotic 
device. Results suggest that the control system can fulfil the assist-as-needed (AAN) 
control with high performance and reliability, thus holding the promise of improving 
the fine hand motion rehabilitation training efficiency. 
The content of this chapter is structured as follows: Assisted-As-Needed (AAN) 
RLNN control algorithm theory is described in section 4.2. The structure of the 
proposed controller is in section 4.3. Details on the actor-critic based RLNN 
controller design is given in section 4.4. Online learning process of the RLNN 
controller is in section 4.5. Finally, implementation results are described in section 
4.6 and conclusions are made in section 4.7. 
4.2 Assisted-as-Needed (AAN) Control 
The standard control algorithm of Amadeo is based on position control with constant 
assistive force intensity, ignoring the specific motor condition of a patient. This 
makes the training program less challenging as the patient may track the actuators 
driving the fingers passively, thereby undermining the effectiveness of the therapy 
[51]. An alternative approach is dynamic assistive force intensity, or adaptive Assist-
As-Needed (AAN) [15] control in which the amount of force applied to the fingers is 
adapted according to the assistive force required by a patient, thus keeping the 
training more engaging and challenging. The result is enhanced training efficiency 
and reduction in the rehabilitation period, both resulting in decrease of the overall 




In some recent rehabilitation robots, non-linear control methods such as Fuzzy Logic 
Control (FLC) [91] and Neural Network Control (NNC) [94] are deployed. Fuzzy 
Logic Control utilises the power of fuzzy human language information processing 
and simulates human judgement and decision-making processes. In this application, 
however, FLC is not appropriate due to its poor dynamic adaptability to the finger 
motion and poor steady-state accuracy in terms of output force intensity of each 
finger. Neural Network Control offers parallel processing and a high degree of self-
learning and adaptive ability. However, it cannot describe nor process fuzzy 
information. More importantly, in this application, the errors within the complex 
network are difficult to identify due to lack of reasoning transparency. 
In order to overcome  the limitations of the previous control methods deployed in the 
rehabilitation robots, specifically fine hand motion rehabilitation robots, this study 
proposes two new AAN control methods that provide extension/flexion assistive 
force by dynamically changing the intensity of the applied output force of the 
controller to that is needed by a patient during training. One algorithm described in 
this chapter is temporal difference (TD) based critic-actor structured reinforcement 
learning neural network (RLNN) based control, with the aim of improving the 
estimation of force applied to the fingers and the tracking precision. The 
effectiveness of this approach is demonstrated by simulating in Matlab environment 
and implementing on Amadeo.  
4.3 Reinforcement Learning Neural Network (RLNN) Adaptive Control 
4.3.1 Control Strategy 
The proposed control strategy consists of the following steps: (1) Amadeo device 
stays in free mode and continuously checks if the position of any of the sliding 
actuators is changed as the result of the force applied by the subject. As soon as a 
position change is detected, the algorithm tracks the movement of the corresponding 
finger and predicts the next position of the finger and the intensity of the force 
applied by the finger. (2) If there is no change of position, the detection of force on 
any of the actuators means that the subject is trying to move the slides but the force is 
not adequate. The algorithm generates the amount of force required to move the 
slides. If no force is detected, this implies that the subject is not able to apply any 




the friction force to actuate the slides. (3) If the force intensity applied by the subject 
is adequate to move the slides, the subject operates independent from the control 
algorithm.   
4.3.2 Low Level Control 
The proposed control strategy is implemented through a hierarchical control system 
consisting of a low level PID controller and a high level actor-critic based 
reinforcement learning neural network (RLNN) controller. The PID controller is 
designed to provide a stable force feedback control. The RLNN block regulates the 
desired force intensity and adapts the actor and critic neural network weights in order 
to compensate for the force input under nonlinear dynamics of the system and 
uncertainties. Fig. 4-1 shows the control structure for real-time implementation of the 














Figure 4-1 Structure of RLNN and PID based control scheme 
In Figure 4-1, the position and velocity signals are the input, denoted by r(t). y(t) 
representing position and force is the output of Amadeo robot. Up(t) and Un(t) are the 
output of the PID controller and RLNN controller respectively. The critic NN 
estimates the one-step ahead position of the actuator and force applied by the subject, 
the actor NN updates and implements the control policy. Force control is achieved by 
the closed loop PID controller. Compared with low level force control, the high level 
force tracking and prediction is a more complicated task. 
4.3.3 High Level Control 
In the high level control, Amadeo acts as an agent in RL and learns from its 
interaction with the subject (environment) in order  to provide assistive force 




case severity and capabilities). According to the agent-environment based RL 
structure [98], in this case, the action is the desired position and velocity output for 
each finger slide, the state is the force and position feedback of each finger, and the 
reward is a smaller error between the predicted and actual output than that of the 
previous time step. 
4.3.3.1 Temporal Difference (TD) Learning 
The prediction of the output is estimated through the model-free TD learning 
method, which is a prediction method used for solving the reinforcement learning 
problem. The TD-error at time t is defined as:               
)()( 11 tttt sVsVr −+= ++ γδ                                         (4-1) 
 
Where, V is the value function, γ is the discounting factor, tδ  is measured between 
the value at state ts , and the value at the subsequent state 1+ts , plus any reward 1+tr  
accumulated along the way. A TD-error tδ  between the predicted value and the 
subsequent value is generated at each time step, the value function for every state 
V(s) is updated in proportion to both the TD-error and the eligibility of the state [99]. 
TD (λ) is a popular TD algorithm that combines basic TD learning with eligibility 
traces to increase the speed of reinforcement learning [100]. The process of TD (λ)-
learning algorithm is shown in Table 4-1. 
Table 4-1 TD (λ)-learning algorithm 
Initialize V(s) arbitrarily and e(s)=0 for all s∈S 
Repeat (for each episode) 
  Initialize s 
  Repeat (for each step of episode) 
a ← action given by π for s (e.g., ξ-greedy) 
Take action a, observer r, s′ 
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The prediction of the output is estimated through the model-free temporal difference 
(TD) learning method, which is a prediction method used for solving the 
reinforcement learning problem. TD (λ) algorithm learns by reducing the error 
between estimates made by the agent at different times. The common approach in 













+++ +++++= γγγγ 3                       (4-2) 
The estimate averages all the n-step estimates, each of which is weighted 
proportional to 1−nλ , where 10 ≤≤ λ  is the discount factor.  
The binary reinforcement signal can be either "0" or "-1" corresponding to success or 
failure respectively. In the learning process, there are two situations where the 
learning agent-Amadeo should be given a negative reward. The first is when the 
positon change of direction is opposite to the detected moving trajectory of the 
subject. The second situation is when the motion direction is opposite with the force 
direction applied by the subject. These two factors imply the force tracking and 
prediction ability of the RL controller. When any of these happens, Amadeo will 
receive a (-1) reward. 
4.3.3.2 Actor-critic Learning Algorithms   
The actor-critic learning algorithm is a part of the TD learning method. The outer 
loop consists of a reinforcement learning agent, which selects the action in 
accordance with the current policy and receives the reinforcement feedback. The 
policy structure is called the actor. The inner loop constructs a more informative 
evaluation function. The state value function of each state V(s) is estimated from the 
reinforcement feedback. The critic-actor learns by evaluating and improving the 
current policyπ  based on the TD error tδ . The actor-critic method can be represented 























Figure 4-2 Reinforcement learning scheme using the critic-actor algorithm 
According to the agent-environment based RL structure, in this case, input r(t) is the 
desired position and velocity for an actuator that connected to the finger. Control 
signal u(t) (action (a)) is the position and velocity to the actuator in the form that the 
machine can execute. Output y(t) (state (s)) is the position of an actuator and the 
force applied to it. And the reward (r) is a smaller error between the predicted and 
actual output than that of the previous time step. 
During the learning process, the critic NN generates an effective reinforcement 
signal and sends it to the actor NN, which learns and executes the behavioural 
output. The policy evaluation step is performed by observing the results of applying 
current actions and the state value function of each state is estimated from the 
reinforcement feedback [101]. The TD based actor-critic learning method works by 
selecting an action from the current policy. The critic-actor algorithm makes a TD-
update to the critic’s value function V that is defined by: 
         tctt sVsV δα+= )(:)( ,                                           (4-3) 
where cα  is the learning rate for the critic NN, and tδ  is the TD-error. Similarly, aα  
stands for the learning rate of the actor NN, the policy values of the actor NN are 
updated by: 
       tatttt asPasP δα+= ),(:),(                                        (4-4) 
The actor-critic based TD learning method works by selecting an action from the 




Amdeo, the weights of one NN are held constant while the weights of the others are 
tuned until convergence. This procedure is repeated until both NN have converged.          
4.4 RLNN Controller Design 
4.4.1 NN Function Approximation  
In RLNN controller, the weights of the neural network are used as function 
approximation to the value function. In actor and critic NN, the inputs of the critic 
NN are position and force of the control feedback loop and the outputs of the RLNN 
controller are position and velocity signals that drive the connected slides of each 
finger. There is only one hidden layer with 10 neurons in the hidden layer thus to 
reduce the computing complexity and ensure the real-time property of the control 
system. In the RLNN controller, NN weights are used as function approximation to 
the value function. The back propagation procedure is used to make the TD update 
according to the following equation for every output unit: 









1 )( λ                                        (4-5) 
where tw  is the vector of neural network weights being tuned, tY  is the prediction 
for the output at time step t, kwY∇  is a set of partial derivatives for each component 
of the weights w, α is the standard learning rate, and λ is the factor controlling how 
much future estimates affect the current update [102]. 
4.4.2 The Critic NN  
The critic NN generates a scalar evaluation signal to tune the actor NN. The critic 
itself consists of a NN which approximates an evaluation function based on 
performance measurement. The tracking error between the estimated and actual 
output value e(t) can be considered as an instantaneous utility function of the plant 
performance. The reinforcement signal R is defined as: 




C eVWR                                         (4-6) 
Where σ is the nonlinear activation function, CW is the number of neurons in hidden 
layer of the critic NN, and ne is the input to the critic NN, ψ  is the auxiliary term. 
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cc                                     (4-8) 
Where ca  is the learning rate of the critic NN at time t, which usually decreases with 
time to a small value, and cw  is the weight vector of the critic NN. The output of the 
critic NN, the value function approximates the discounted total reward. Specifically, 
it approximates at time given by:  







)1()(                                        (4-9) 
Where )(tR  is the future reward-to-go value at time t, a  (0< a <1) is the discount 
factor. The binary reinforcement signal is provided from the external environment 
and may be as simple as either a “0” or a “-1” corresponding to “success” or 
“failure”, respectively.  
4.4.3 The Actor NN 
The principle in adapting the actor NN is to indirectly back propagate the error 
between the desired ultimate objective, denoted by AE  and the approximate function 
from the critic NN. In the actor network, the state measurements are used as inputs to 
create a control as the output of the network. The weight estimation error for the 
actor NN is defined as: 
          )(ˆ)(ˆ tWWtE ACA −=                                          (4-10) 
The critic NN and the actor NN are tuned sequentially, with the weights of the other 
NN being kept constant. The weights in the actor NN are updated similarly to the 
ones in the critic NN. 
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Where aa >0 is the learning rate of the actor NN at time t, which usually decreases 
with time to a small value, aw  is the weight vector of the actor NN. 
4.4.4 RLNN Learning  
In this proposed design, the desired controller output is the optimal amount of the 
assist-as-needed (AAN) force intensity to perform the training task, which generally 
cannot be obtained by measurement. This makes controller learning the key to solve 
the problem. RLNN controller learning is to find an effective way to modify the 
network connection weight matrix or network structure, thus to make sure that the 
control signal output of the NN controller follow the desired system output [103]. 
The online learning involves two major components in the learning system, namely 
the actor NN and the critic NN. In the following section, we devise the learning 
algorithms and elaborate on how learning takes place in each of the two modules. 
Both the actor NN and the critic NN are nonlinear multilayer feed-forward networks 
with one input layer, one hidden layer and one output layer in each network. 
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=                                          (4-15) 
where jx  is the input of a connected j-th hidden node. The neurons in each layer are 
interconnected with their connections by weights. During the online training phase, 
the connection weights are adjusted while the input parameters and corresponding 
outputs are presented to the network for online learning. By applying the chain rule, 
the adaptation of the critic network is summarized as follows [104]. 
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For the critic NN input to the hidden layer:  
 [ ] )())(1()()()( 221)2()1( txtptwtetw jiciccij −=∆ α                            (4-17) 
Where )2(cijω stands for the weighting factor of the j-th neuron to the i-th neuron of the 
critic NN hidden layer. 
In the actor NN, which is implemented by a feedforward network similar to the critic 
NN except that the inputs are the measured states and the output is the action )(tu . In 
implementation, equation (4-16) and (4-17) are used to update the weights in the 
critic NN, and (4-18) and (4-19) are used to update the weights in the actor NN. 
For the actor NN input to hidden layer:  
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For the actor NN hidden to output layer:  
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The above equations are implemented in Matlab code in section 4.6.The actor NN 
and the critic NN are both randomly initialized in their weights/parameters. Once a 
system state is observed, an action will be subsequently produced based on the 
parameters in the actor NN. During the training procedure, the weights of the 
network were periodically saved and tested, until no more improvement was 
observed.  
4.5 Online Learning  
The RLNN controller needs to be trained to learn the dynamics of the control system, 
thus to provide the AAN adaptive control through interaction with the patient. The 
TD (λ) algorithm was implemented with the critic NN for policy evaluation and the 
actor NN for policy implementation. The critic NN and the actor NN were tuned 
online using the output of Amdeo, the weights of one NN were held constant while 
the weights of the other were tuned until convergence. This procedure was repeated 




4.5.1 Variables Identification 
The online learning and simulation process were carried out using 
MATLAB/SIMULINK. For training, the reference input r was changed to a new 
value in the interval [-1, 1] stochastically. The neural network was trained using back 
propagation, with time step of t=0.01s. Several simulation experiments were 
conducted for each variant to determine the optimal value of the RL parameters.  
The learning rete α of the critic and actor NN were set to be the same value. The 
training was conducted for 2000 time steps to smooth out the random element. The ε-
greedy decision mechanism allowed us to see the underlying relationship that α and λ 
had. The step size parameter was held constant.  For each value of λ, α value with 
increments of 0.01 was used. Each (λ, α) pair was regarded as an independent 
learning algorithm. The average error from 10 episodes between predictions is shown 
in Fig. 4-3. 
 
Figure 4-3 The average TD (λ) learning error to decide the optimal value of λ and α 
Figure 4-3 shows the average error and the relationship of λ and learning rete 
α value, suggesting that the larger λ, the smaller α, yielding a better performance. 
Indeed, for 9.0≥λ , the TD learning process is unstable for α>0.1. The best 
performance with the lowest average error is observed when α=0.45,  λ=0.6. 
According to the simulation results, the rest of the variables and their initial values 
are shown in Table 4-2. 










































Table 4-2 Variables and their initial value in RLNN controller 
Parameter Symbol Value RL component 
Critic network learning rate  
ca  0.45 NN 
Actor network learning rate  
aa  0.45 NN 
Number of hidden neurons n 10 NN 
Initial weight 
iw  0.1 NN 
Decay rate λ 0.6 TD (λ)  
Discount factor 𝛾 0.95 TD (λ)  
ε-greedy ε 0.05 TD (λ)  
4.5.2 Tuning and Convergence 
The learning procedure started by creating a sequence of finger slides positions 
beginning with the starting position and ending in the final position when the training 
task was over. For each of these positions, the backpropagation procedure of the 
neural network was deployed to compute the TD (λ) update, as described in section 
4.2.2. The learning process was repeated until it was no longer possible improve the 
RLNN controller. Then the error function on the validation set was calculated and 
the network with the best performance was chosen. The network was then further 
trained using early stopping. The initial cross validation ensured that the network was 
likely to yield good convergence. 
The initial weights of both NN were set to be 0.1 in order to allow spontaneous, 
unlearned actions when policy arose. Weights of the critic and actor NN were 
increased for neurons if stimulus and action traces coincided with an increased 
effective reinforcement signal, whereas weights were decreased if traces coincided 
with an effective reinforcement signal decreased below baseline. The changes of 





Figure 4-4 Actor NN weights evolvement 
 
 
Figure 4-5 Critic NN weights evolvement 
In the learning process, if the performance of the RL algorithm was improving, then 
Amadeo would get less negative reward, thus the cumulative reward value would 





Figure 4-6 Cumulative reward of the critic NN 
It can be seen that with the process of online learning, the RLNN controller gradually 
adapts the control system, thus less negative reward value from the critic NN is 
received. Once the learning process is finished, the resultant policies with its 
corresponding parameters are updated. Fig. 4-7 shows the critic NN control policy 
update difference and reward difference along with the iteration numbers.  
 
Figure 4-7 Policy update difference and reward difference 
As shown in Fig 4-7, the x-axis represents the training epochs / iteration number and 
y-axis shows the reward difference and policy update difference. At the end of 
















































20,000 iterations, the reward difference becomes less than one and the policy update 
difference becomes small enough after 20,000 iterations. This indicates that the 
updated control policy is gradually fitting the critic and actor NN. The learning 
process is repeated until it no longer improves the RLNN controller. 
The critic and actor NN were trained using back propagation as discussed in section 
4.4.4. The reference input r was changed to a new value over the interval [-1, 1] 
stochastically. The time step t was set to 0.01s after several simulations for each 
variant to determine the optimal value of the RL parameters. During the online 
learning, the initial parameters of the Amadeo robot were listed as follows: position 
=0 (ranges from 0 to 100, where 0 is the furthest end and 100 represent the nearest 
end of the finger slides ROM), and velocity=1 cm/s (ranges from 0 to 10 cm/s, where 
0 represent static and 10 is the full speed). The learning process was repeated until it 
no longer improved the RLNN controller. The training error against the number of 
iteration is shown in Fig. 4-8. 
 
Figure 4-8 Training errors vs iteration number with 10 neurons in the hidden layer 
It can be seen from Fig. 4-8 that the critic-actor modelled algorithm training error has 
been dropping with an increase in the number of iterations, which means that 
difference between desired values and output values becomes smaller. The critic NN 
and the actor NN of the RLNN controller have the same structure and training 
parameters, with 10 neurons in the hidden layer, 1000 epochs, 0.05 learning rate and 
error value of 0.00005. Once the learning process is finished, the resultant policies 





















with its corresponding parameters are updated. The comparison of the output of NN 
controller, PID controller and Amadeo output is shown in Fig 4-9. 
 
Figure 4-9 comparison of the output of RLNN controller un(t), PID controller up(t)and 
Amadeo output y(t).   
The performance of the RLNN controller step response was compared against the 
PID controller. The parameters of the PID controller were set to 200, 5 and 80 for 
proportional, integral and derivative terms respectively. They were obtained through 
optimisation of PID controller to produce the best response for the system. The 
comparison between the responses of the RLNN and PID controllers are shown in 
Fig. 4-10. 

























Figure 4-10 Step responses of different controllers 
In the step response experiment, the response of RLNN has no overshoot though it is 
slower than the PID controller. This is what needed in Amadeo to prevent any 
excessive force on the subject’s fingers.  
The TD reinforcement learning algorithm was based on policy iteration and 
implemented using an actor/critic structure. Both actor and critic approximation NN 
were adapted simultaneously. The algorithm started by evaluating the cost of a given 
initial admissible control policy and then used this information to obtain a new and 
improved control policy, that is, the new policy that would have a lower associated 
cost compared with the previous control law. These two steps of policy evaluation 
and policy improvement were repeated until the policy improvement step no longer 
changed the actual policy, thus converging to the optimal controller. In order to 
validate the force tracking ability of the proposed controller after online learning, a 
random step signal, resembling the sudden change of force applied by the patient, 
was used as the input signal as shown in Fig. 4-11. 
























Figure 4-11 RLNN controller force tracking and tracking error 
It can be noted that the controller is able to track the sudden change of force input, 
which represents the force exerted by the patient in real rehabilitation application. 
However, we can also note that there is some delay between them, around 0.5s when 
started, and is reduced to around 0.1s at 10s after starting. The force tracking error 
keeps decreasing at the same time, suggesting that the RLNN controller is adapting 
to the dynamics of the control system during online learning process. 
4.6 Implementation Results 
The proposed control algorithm was coded in MATLAB Script and embedded in 
LabVIEW environment, which allows easy updating and revision of the control 
algorithm as shown in chapter 3.5. The front panel of the developed LabVIEW 
program mainly consists of desired force intensity and the actual output as well as 
the error between them. Through the “learning rate”, the learning rate can be set 
manually or adaptively to generate the learning rate automatically within the pre-set 
Max and Min values. Thus, the learning rate for updating the hidden and output 
weights can be changed easily. The pre-set error (training accuracy) value is the 
stopping criterion for online learning. The online learning virtual instrument (VI) is 





Figure 4-12 RLNN controller online learning sub-VI 
As shown, the pre-set training accuracy is attained at 6 seconds after the start of 
training. In the TD (λ) based RLNN algorithm, a shorter learning cycle is preferable 
as the algorithm can converge to an optimal policy quickly. However, if the learning 
period is very small, the dynamic of the robot will not be learnt properly and this 
may lead to instability. In the real-time implementation, a learning period of more 
than 6s was found appropriate as can be seen from the sample learning curve shown 
in Fig. 4-12.  
Furthermore, by using the online work of the virtual LabVIEW instrumentation, it 
was possible to choose the optimal values of the weight and biases matrix to obtain a 
smaller error after a number of iterations, as well as the number of neurons in each 
layer and the biases, weights, input matrix and the teaching gain.  
To validate the effectiveness of the proposed control method in full 
grasping/extending ROM and force intensity, the following tests were performed on 
a stroke subject with partial control ability of his right hand and fingers. An initial set 
of position and velocity and the desired endpoint location were given as input to the 
network: position =0 (ranges from 0 to 100, where 0 is the furthest end and 100 
represent the nearest end of the finger slides ROM), velocity=1 cm/s (ranges from 0 
to 10 cm/s, where 0 represent static and 10 is the full speed). Then, the current state 




inputs of the critic NN. Real-time assessment of force strength during full extension 
and grasping is shown in Fig.4-13. 
  
Figure 4-13 Estimated and output force curve 
As shown, the force intensity varies between -20 to 20N, where negative denotes the 
movement of extending and positive represents grasping. It can be seen that the 
actual output of force curve (F_Output) complies with the pattern of the estimated 
force (F_Estimate) in both direction, which means the proposed RLNN controller is 
able to track and estimate moving trajectory of the finger. Also, the error between 
them turns to be smaller after 7 seconds, resulted from the online learning achieved 
by the RLNN controller. The provided assistive force is roughly the same intensity of 
that is needed after the online learning process. Online performance of position 
tracking and estimation is shown in Fig.4-14. 
 




In implementation, according to the ROM of each finger, this position value ranges 
from 0 to 100, the output position of the control system is denoted as 'P_sent', while 
the actual output of Amadeo robot pattern is depicted as 'P_receive' as shown in 
Figure 10. The largest difference between these two values occurs around 3s after the 
start of the experiment. It can also be noticed that, compared with the total ROM of 
80, the error suggests the proposed control method is able to assist the subject's 
movement in the intended trajectory within a timely manner. 
4.7 Conclusion 
The proposed control algorithm focussed on the development of an adaptive control 
system based on the fundamental principle of reinforcement learning or more 
specifically neural network based temporal difference learning. A combined control 
method of RLNN controller and PID controller for the purpose of post-stroke fine 
hand motion rehabilitation training was proposed and further validated through 
computer simulation and implementation. Results suggest that the designed 
controller can fulfil the control requirements of Amadeo robot.  
Simulation and experimental results suggest that the proposed control algorithm can 
provide opportunity for more active participation of the subject in the rehabilitation 
process, which may lead to higher effectiveness of the rehabilitation training than the 
conventional control methods. However, since the approach relies on low-resolution 
training information, a RLNN controller may require a large amount of online 
learning and experience to show significant improvement. Also, the RLNN controller 
may need a large amount of online learning to show significant improvement.  
Overall, further improvement of the training efficiency of the proposed system in real 
clinical applications would be the focus of further research. Extensive clinical 
experiments should be conducted on post-stroke patients before a firm conclusion 
can be drawn. Moreover, future clinical evaluation and analysis should focus on 
active participation of the subject, grasping/extending force, ROM, max frequency, 






5 MARKOV-FUZZY NEURAL NETWORK (MKV-FNN) BASED ADAPTIVE 
CONTROL  
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, a Markov-Fuzzy Neural Network (MKV-FNN) hybrid algorithm is 
proposed to improve force prediction and tracking precision. The effectiveness of the 
method is verified through experimentation conducted using Matlab simulation and 
is implemented on Amadeo hand rehabilitation robot. Results suggest that the 
proposed control system can fulfil the control task with high performance and 
reliability in providing the AAN assistive force that is needed during finger 
extending and grasping in repetitive rehabilitation movements. When compared with 
other high-level control methods, results show that this hybrid algorithm has 
promising force prediction and tracking accuracy which results in significant 
improvement in fine hand motion rehabilitation training efficiency. 
The aim of this chapter is to deploy intelligent control to provide the AAN force and 
position control to the patient during rehabilitation training with high control 
precision, and to improve training efficiency as a result. The aim was achieved with a 
Fuzzy Neural Network (FNN) control method combined with a Markov prediction 
model to improve the force/position tracking and predicting finger motion precision 
during training. The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: the control 
strategy, FNN theory and the Markov based controller design are discussed in 
Section 5.2. Details of the MKV-FNN controller parameter online learning is 
provided in Section 5.3. Simulation validation and experimental work are described 
in Section 5.4. Finally, major conclusions are provided in Section 5.5. 
5.2 MKV-FNN Based Adaptive Controller Design  
To achieve high level nonlinear control, some recent rehabilitation robots deploy 
control methods such as Fuzzy Logic Control (FLC) [91] and Neural Network 
Control (NNC) [94]. Fuzzy Logic Control utilises the power of fuzzy human 
language information processing and simulates human judgement and decision 
making processes. In our case of application, however, FLC’s poor dynamic 
adaptability with finger movement over time and limited steady-state accuracy in 
terms of output force intensity of each finger make it inapplicable. Neural Network 
Control offers parallel processing and a high degree of self-learning and adaptive 




importantly, in this application, the errors within the complex network are difficult to 
identify because of lack of reasoning transparency.  
Regarding these shortcomings of each individual control method, the combination of 
FLC and NNC based control [105] offers a powerful approach for reinforcement 
learning control and is proposed in this study mainly because it does not require an 
accurate mathematical model of the Amadeo system. In addition, the Markov 
prediction algorithm is employed to improve the finger output force prediction 
accuracy and to accelerate the neural network convergence speed. The primary aim is 
to adopt intelligent control to provide the AAN force and position control to the 
patient during rehabilitation training with high control precision, thus to improve the 
training efficiency.  
5.2.1 Controller Structural Design 
In order to satisfy the aforementioned protocol, a control algorithm was developed to 
track and predict the force intensity applied by the patient during training and to 
provide the AAN assistive force. The core element of the algorithm was to estimate 
the force and position applied by the patient. This could be achieved by observing the 
force and position feedback state at current time-step and make predictions of the 
next time-step state based on the feedback data.  
The MKV-FNN controller combines the fuzzy inference principles with the neural 
network structure and learning abilities into an integrated FNN control system. The 
MKV-FNN is basically a multi-layered fuzzy-rule-based neural network which 
integrates a Markov prediction algorithm to speed up the learning process of the 
complex conventional neural network structure and to improve the prediction 
accuracy and convergence rate. The development of a hybrid Markov-Fuzzy Neural 
Network (MKV-FNN) approach to achieve this control strategy, as illustrated in Fig. 





Figure 5-1 MKV-FNN hybrid controller structure 
In Figure 5-1, the desired force signal is denoted by r(t). The actual output force 
signal of the Amadeo robot is represented by y(t). Based on the previous algorithm 
analysis, the target error cost function is described as: 
                                   [ ]2)()(
2
1 tytrE −=                                                (5-1) 
The proposed MKV-FNN controller is rule based, where the inputs are the error (e) 
and error change (ec), which can be defined as: 






                                             (5-2) 
The inputs to the FNN are first fuzzified and then processed by the fuzzy inference 
engine using heuristic decision rules. The training sample data is used to generate the 
output y(t) and the generated output y(t) is compared against the desired output r(t). 
If there is a mismatch between them, an error e(t) is generated and propagated 
through the neural network and is further used to train the MKV-FNN controller. 
Details of the controller are elaborated on in the following sections. 
5.2.2 Fuzzy Neural Network (FNN) Control 
The MKV-FNN controller combines the fuzzy inference principle with the neural 
network structure and learning abilities into an integrated FNN control system. The 
proposed MKV-FNN controller is a multi-layered fuzzy-rule-based neural network 
which integrates the Markov prediction algorithm to speed up the learning process of 
the complex conventional neural network structure as well as to improve the 


























controller consists of a set of linguistic conditional statements which represent expert 
knowledge of the Amadeo system. These statements define a set of control actions 
using IF-THEN rules updated by the Markov prediction algorithm. Fuzzy Neural 
Network systems rely on a knowledge-based decision making method in which the 
reasoning process is carried out by evaluating the trace generated by the inference 
engine or by analysing the rule base (which typically use “IF-THEN” rules). The key 
properties of FNN systems are the accurate learning and adaptive capabilities of the 
neural networks, and the generalization and fast-learning capabilities of the FLC 
systems [106].  
The proposed MKV-FNN controller consists of 5 functional layers:  
    (1) Layer 1 is the input layer;  
    (2) Layer 2 is the fuzzification layer;  
    (3) Layer 3 is the rule-base layer which may consist of an AND layer and an OR 
layer;  
    (4) Layer 4 is the defuzzification layer;  
    (5) Layer 5 is the output layer.  
In the 5-layer fuzzy-rule-based NN, in accordance with the common NN notation, a 
node in any layer n of the network has its input termed net n. The node performs a 
specific operation on the input and generates an output which is a function of the 
input. The function of each layer can be described as follows: 
Layer 1 (Input layer): The nodes in this layer accept outer input information and 
transmit input values ku  to next layer directly as kqu , where kqk uu = . The input 
nodes represent input linguistic variables. 
Layer 2 (Fuzzification layer): The nodes in layer 2 are the input membership 
functions, where each membership node is responsible for mapping an input 
linguistic variable into a possibility distribution for that variable. They work as a 
fuzzifier transforming a numerical input into a fuzzy set. The membership functions 
are normal distributions with a range between 0 and 1 (inclusive 1), given by:  
















where q = 1, 2, ..., h, and kqm  and kqσ  are the mean and variance of the input 
membership function respectively.  
Layer 3 (Rule-base layer): The rule layer is the core of the entire network. It 
determines the link between the preconditions and conclusions of fuzzy reasoning; 
the nodes perform a fuzzy min-max operation on the node inputs: 
                                                     )min(3 qiqii wunet ×=                                          (5-4) 
Layer 4 (Defuzzification Layer): This layer performs defuzzification of outputs: 
                                                        cjcjj runet ×=
4                                                (5-5) 
where i = c and j = 1, 2, ..., m. The dampening coefficients are the rule values ijr . The 
initial rule values are either random values or assigned directly by an expert. They 
can also be established outside the network from historical data and then 
incorporated into the neural network. The rule values are subsequently fine-tuned 
during learning. 
Layer 5 (Output layer): The output layer converts the fuzzy quantities representing 
the control signal into a signal that can be used as the control input of Amadeo robot. 
The defuzzification method uses the centroid of the membership function as the 
representative value. Thus if jm and jσ  are the mean and the variance of the output 
membership function respectively, then the defuzzified outputs are given as follows: 







5 σ                                         (5-6) 
where jjum is the link weight, j =1,2 , ......,m. The parameters of FNN are determined 
through self-learning of fuzzy membership parameters. The variance of the 
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where ki ≤≤1 , iσ and im are the i-th variance and mean of membership function 
respectively. k is the total number of membership function nodes, ip  represents the 




parameter. For a given input or output variable, the number of initial mean values (
1m , 2m , … km ) is assigned by trials and errors. This involves striking a balance 
between learning time and accuracy. The construction of MKV-FNN starts by 
sampling the training data sets, one at a time, to the network from layer 1. This is 
followed by the fuzzification of the input data in layer 2 according to eq. (5-3).  
5.2.3 Markov Prediction Algorithm  
A Markov Prediction Algorithm is deployed to update the fuzzy rules by determining 
the change of the future trend of various states such as rainfall forecast [107] and 
stock price estimation [108] using the Markov chain. Markov chain is a special 
random process and the event probability prediction method is achieved by 
exploiting the transfer probabilities between states. The Markov process shows that 
the state of things change from past to present, and then changes from present to 
future. The basic assumption for a Markov process is that the probabilities of going 
from a state to any other state depend only on the current state, and not on the 
manner in which the current state is reached. In our application, this implies that we 
can predict the force applied by the patient at the next time-step based on the force at 
the current time-step. The previous state, following state, and state transition 
probability have the relation as follows [99]: 
                                               PSS nn ×= −1                                                        (5-8) 
where nS  is the following state, 1−nS  is the previous state, and P is the state transition 
probability. Starting with state i, the Markov chains will go to some state j (including 
the possibility of j=i ). The one-step transition probability ijP  is usually summarized 
in a non-negative number. Usually, stochastic transition matrix P is defined as: 
                                               nnijPP ×= )(                                                       (5-9) 
where j and i are the states in state space, i=1, 2,... , n; j=1, 2,... , n; ijP  is the state 
transition probability.   










































where, )(kijm  represents the number of state iS  transferred into the state jS  by k steps 
and iM refers to the number of the appearances of state iS . ijP refers to the transfer 
possibility of falls into the state interval i  at time t , and next state falls into the state 






ijp . In this case of 
application, according to clustering principle, the force applied by the patient at a 
given time is defined as a state. Then, the transition probability matrix is identified 
and calculated, and the state transition probability of Markov chain is obtained.  
5.2.4 MKV-FNN Hybrid Approach 
The proposed approach is based on the combination of FNN and a Markov 
algorithm. The FNN is used to carry out suppositional prediction and the Markov 
algorithm is employed to improve the prediction accuracy. The algorithm used to 
implement the proposed approach is described as follows [107]: 
Step 1: Define the percentage error sequence according to historical training data.  
Step 2: Divide the percentage error sequence of the subject into a number of state 
intervals and calculate the state transition probability matrix P. 
Step 3: Define the state transition probability matrix based on step 2 and, thus, 
calculate the initial state vector. 
Step 4: Select the maximum probability state and calculate the change rate of the 
next state according to the previous states based on step 3. 
Step 5: Calculate the predicted value of the next state according to the change rate 
and data from the current state. 
5.3 Online Learning  
The general algorithm described in Section 5.2.2 is used to train the MKV-FNN 
controller online with the proposed algorithm implemented in MATLAB. Training 
the MKV-FNN is accomplished by updating the connection weights of the five 
layers in the NN. The system adapts the rules and the membership functions by 
updating gain factors, learning rates and momentum rates for each layer. After 
finishing training the off-line network, the control quantity can be obtained through 




the output of the network can also make a decision through the associative memory 
for new inputs excluded in the finger output force training data samples. 
5.3.1 Defining Linguistic Variables 
The membership functions provide mapping from the quantitative values of variables 
to fuzzy qualitative descriptive statements. In the fuzzification process, the input and 
output of the fuzzy controller are scaled and mapped to 7 triangle-shaped 
membership functions, namely: negative big (NB), negative medium (NM), negative 
small (NS), zero (ZE), positive small (PS), positive medium (PM), and positive big 
(PB).  
The grade of each label is described by a fuzzy set. In the application of the 
algorithm on Amadeo, if the force tracking and prediction error e(t) and change of 
error ec(t) are positive (PB or PS), they imply that the trajectory tracking 
performance partly results from the patient’s motion and, accordingly, proper 
increments (PB, PS, or ZE) should be added. Conversely, if e(t) and ec(t) are 
negative (NB or NS), then the controller has sufficient control capability to drive the 
impaired fingers in the desired movement pattern and a proper decrement (NB, NS, 
or ZE) should be provided. Further, if e(t) and ec(t) do not change substantially (ZE), 
no increments or decrements are needed. If e(t) and ec(t) have opposite polarities, 
then proper increments (negative error change) or decrements (positive error change) 
should be introduced [105]. 
According to the training sample data query table of conventional fuzzy control, the 
input of the MKV-FNN is e(t)  and ec(t), and therefore only two nodes are needed in 
the first layer. The seven fuzzy linguistic variable values are NB, VM, NS, ZE, PS, 
PM, and PB, with 14 nodes in the second and the third layers. The forward 
calculation is carried out based on the relationships described in Section 5.2.2. The 
initial learning rate in the MKV-FNN controller is set to 0.1 to allow enough 
flexibility for evolution and learning.  
5.3.2 MKV-FNN Learning 
To enable the output of controlled object y(t) to approach the desired output r(t), the 
MKV-FNN controller requires adjustment of the connection weights of all layers 




with the desired output r(t). If there is a mismatch, an error e(t) is generated and 
propagated through the neural network. The Back Propagation (BP) algorithm is 
used as the learning algorithm of the fuzzy neural network to update the network 
weights. The BP algorithm is modified to improve the speed of convergence and the 
prediction accuracy of the MKV-FNN controller. Modified overlapping trapezoidal 
fuzzy membership functions are designed to convert the probability vector into fuzzy 
membership feature vectors. The class membership function is employed in the fuzzy 
feature measurement and fuzzy output vector. Modifications are made on the slope 
adaptation of the activation function and the momentum weighting adjustment 
parameter is added. The slope of the activation function is therefore modified to 
adapt to the error during training [109]. 
The MKV-FNN controller undergoes both parameter learning (i.e. learning rate, 
connection weights) and the structural learning (i.e. number of nodes in each layer, 
fuzzy logic rules). The MKV-FNN algorithm can be constructed automatically 
through learning from the force input-output training data sets. In this connection-
based structure, the input and output nodes represent the input states and output 
control signals respectively, and in the hidden layers there are nodes functioning as 
membership functions and fuzzy rules. The centres (or means) and the widths (or 
variances) of the (input and output) membership functions are determined by self-
organized learning techniques analogous to statistical clustering. This serves to 
allocate network resources efficiently by placing the domains of membership 
functions covering only those regions of the input/output space where training data is 
present [103].  
The learning algorithm for each layer of the NN can be expressed as follows: 
Layer 5: in the output layer, the cost function to be minimized is defined as [110]: 








−=−= ∑∑                         (5-11) 
Where, i=1, 2,3…. These parameters will be adjusted in back propagation step. 5jd  is 
the desired output and )(5 netf j is the current output of the j-th neural node in the fifth 


























−=δ                                (5-12) 
Then, the weight 5ijw  is updated by: 




























−=∆                       (5-13) 
The weight coefficient of the output layer is updated as: 
          ijjmm xNetfwNetgrytwtw )(')(')()()1( −−=+ α                             (5-14) 
Layer 4: since the weights in this layer are unity, only the error term needs to be 




































−= δδ                  (5-15) 
Layer 3: the rule updating is done in this layer, the adaptive rule for the mean and 
























−= δδδ           (5-16) 
where the subscript k denote the rule node in connection with the j-th node in layer 3, 
then the adaptive rule is  































−=∆                         (5-17) 
And the adaptive rule of 3ijσ is: 
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Layer 2: the connection weighs are updated as: 
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The formula can be calculated as: 



































































Layer 1: The first layer is input layer; the weight coefficient of output layer is 
updated as: 
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where α is the learning rate. The formula can be computed as: 







































The MKV-FNN algorithm online learning process can be summarized as follows: (1) 
Sample the force generated by the patient as the input data of the controller, compute 
the corresponding assistive output force. (2) Compute the error e(t) between the 
actual force output y(t) and the target force (desired) output r(t). (3) Adjust the 
connection weights and membership functions. (4) At a fixed number of epochs, 
delete useless fuzzy “if-then” rules and membership function nodes, and add in new 
ones. (5) IF Error > Tolerance, THEN go to Step 1, ELSE stop. The learning process 
flow chart is shown in Fig. 5-2. 
Initialization
Get input training data
Rule generation using e and ec
Structure learning?
Generate new rule
Adjust weights and rule
Yes














After training the MKV-FNN controller, the test data is used to predict the input 
force applied by the patient. The MKV-FNN controller is retrained whenever new 
data is available. This process involves reconstructing the membership functions, 
identifying new fuzzy rules, if applicable, and updating the rules. The learning 
algorithm described in section 5.4.2 is used to train the MKV-FNN controller on-
line.  
5.3.3 Applying MKV-FNN Hybrid Approach 
In this approach, we use the previous training data (force detected by Amadeo force 
sensor) as input and the desired force intensity as the targets for MKV-FNN 
controller training. The FNN has two input layer nodes (e and ec), 14 hidden layer 
nodes, and one output layer node. 
The force produced by Amadeo actuators vary in the range of -20 N to 20 N, where 
minus means extension motion movements and positive denotes grasping motion. If 
the detected force value exceeds this range a safety mechanism is automatically 
triggered and the moving slides of Amadeo stop immediately. The membership 
functions convert linguistic terms into precise numerical values. Error e(t) and the 
error ratio ec(t) are two input variables of the adaptive MKV-FNN controller. The 
corresponding fuzzy variables of e(t)  and ec(t)  are E and EC, and the basic input 
range of E and EC are defined as [-3, +3], representing the corresponding force range 
of [-20 N, 20 N]. We propose the mapping between the values of the force produced 
by each actuator and its equivalent qualitative values as shown in Table 5-1.  
Table 5-1 Status space division and input linguistic variables 
State 
number 
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 
Force (N) [-20, -10] (-10, -5] (-5, -1] (-1, 1) [1, 5) [5, 10) [10, 20] 
Input 
range 
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 
In MKV-FNN prediction process, the FNN is initially used to carry out suppositional 
prediction. The parameters e and ec are divided into seven intervals, which are the 




data, based on their statistical characteristics, the state transition probability matrix P 
is shown as follows: 




































































P                     (5-23) 
The state transition probability matrix P is calculated in the next time step and the 
force in the next state is predicted by: 
                                                               PSS nn ×= −1                                           (5-24) 
According to the control membership rules, there are 49 fuzzy inference rules used to 
train the MKV-FNN controller. After online training, control rules are implied 
distribution in the whole neural network. 
5.4 Simulation and Implementation 
The MKV-FNN is a multi-layered fuzzy-rule-based NN which integrates the basic 
elements and functions of a traditional fuzzy logic inference into an NN structure. 
The controller algorithms are created using MATLAB script m. files, and can be 
easily modified and updated. The variables in the Amadeo plant simulation model 
are the input signals, positon and velocity, and device output signals, positon and 
force. The constant friction is 2 N according to the datasheet of the device. The 
simulation model of the Amadeo robot is shown in Fig. 5-3. 
 





During online learning, the initial parameters of the Amadeo robot are listed as 
follows: position =0 (ranges from 0 to 100), and velocity=1 cm/s (ranges from 0 to 
10 cm/s). The learning process is repeated until it no longer improves the MKV-FNN 
controller. The initial learning rate of the neural network is set to be 0.1 thus to allow 
further evolvement. The sampling time step is set to be 0.01s, the same as the 
maximum resolution frequency of the force sensor on Amadeo. The force prediction 
error between the desired output and actual output of the MKV-FNN controller is 
shown in Fig. 5-4.  
 
Figure 5-4 Force prediction error of the MKV-FNN controller 
It can be seen that the error drops after online learning, and the error becomes less 
than 1 N after about 8 seconds and then stabilises close to zero after that, which 
suggests good convergence. To validate the force and position estimation property of 
the proposed MKV-FNN controller, a step signal is sent to the control system as a 
command signal. The estimated position, force curve and the actual output curve are 
shown in Fig.5-5. 



















Figure 5-5 Force tracking and estimation property curve 
It can be seen that the error between the actual signal and estimated curve becomes 
smaller and, more importantly, the estimated and actual output signals are almost the 
same after 100 seconds. The same tendency can be observed in both position and 
force outputs. This property is the result of the evolution of the NN in the MKV-
FNN controller. The weights of the NN in the first and second layer are shown in 
Fig. 5-6 and Fig. 5-7. 
 
Figure 5-6 Evolvement of neural network weights in the first layer 




























































Figure 5-7 Evolvement of neural network weights in the second layer 
As shown in Fig. 5-6 and Fig. 5-7, the initial weights of the two nodes in the first 
layer are set to the same value of 0.1, and the weights stabilise at 0.215 and -0.625 
respectively. The weights of the 14 nodes in the second layer, representing NB, VM, 
NS, ZE, PS, PM, and PB membership rules, also converge at around 100 seconds 
after online learning. The learned rule weight matrix of the MKV-FNN controller is 
presented in Table 5-2.  
Table 5-2 Learned rule weight matrix of the MKV-FNN controller 
e 
ec NB NM NS ZR PS PM PB 
PB -0.368 0.559 -0.161 1.136 0.562 -0.385 1.125 
PM 0.652 -0.136 -0.104 -0.387 -0.317 -0.482 0.683 
PS -0.691 -0.264 -0.347 1.112 1.561 -0.025 -0.292 
ZR 2.066 1.364 -0.368 -0.275 -0.381 1.158 1.337 
NS -0.387 0.892 0.162 -0.638 1.252 0.694 0.861 
NM -0.256 -0.467 -0.296 1.206 0.353 -0.256 -0.656 
NB 0.384 -0.584 -0.181 -0.133 -0.232 1.482 0.463 









Evolvement of neural network weights in the 2nd layer












The evolvement of force output error during online learning is shown in Fig.5-8. 
 
Figure 5-8 Evolvement of force output error 
It can be seen from Fig. 5-8 that the output error between the desired value and actual 
output value keeps decreasing as the learning of the MKV-FNN controller evolves. 
This is achieved by extracting the set of fuzzy rules that model the data value by first 
determining the number of rules and membership functions and then using linear 
least squares estimation to determine the consequent equations of each rule. 
5.4.2 Implementation Results 
The designed MKV-FNN control algorithm is coded in Matlab using ‘Matlab Script’ 
and embedded in the LabVIEW environment which provides access to call custom-
defined .m functions in LabVIEW files. This structure enables easy updating and 
revision of the control algorithm. In both the simulation and implementation, the 
parameters of the NNs are adjusted using the BP learning algorithm. As a result of 
online training for the two inputs e(t) and ec(t), the following parameters were set: 
number of hidden nodes = 14, initial learning rate = 0.01, number of epochs = 100, 
and output node = 1 (force). The output force signal is then transferred into the form 
of position and speed signals which can be used as direct commands to the Amadeo 
robot. 


























According to different capabilities (flexure ROM, output force intensity) of fine hand 
motion control in stroke patients, and the data collected during rehabilitation training 
conducted using Amadeo, the detected force intensity ranges from 0 to 20 N. From 
this, the severity and the control abilities in post-stroke patients can be categorized as 
“no control”, “partial control” and “full control”, with reference to the detected force 
intensity ranges of [0, 1) , [1, 5) and [5, 20] respectively.  
The following tests were conducted on a healthy person with full control of his 
hands. During each test, the subject applied different force intensities to mimic stroke 
patients with different levels of fine hand motion control. In this way, the 
effectiveness of the proposed control method was validated in real clinical scenarios 
where a post-stroke subject can be classified into one of the three categories. An 
initial set of positions, velocity values and the desired endpoint location were given 
as input to the network; position = 0 (ranges from 0 to 100, where 0 is the furthest 
end and 100 represent the nearest end of the finger slides Range of Motion (ROM)), 
and velocity = 1cm/s (ranges from 0 to 10, where 0 represent static and 10 is the full 
speed). Then, the current state force and position feedback at the end of each time 
step was used to update the inputs of the FNN. Real-time assessment of force 
strength during full extension and grasping, with predictions made one time step 















Figure 5-9 Estimated and actual force output (A. Full control, B. Partial control, C. No 
control) 
As illustrated by these diagrams, the actual output force intensity varied between -20 
N and 20 N, where negative denotes the movement of extending and positive 
represents grasping. It can be seen that in all three categories the actual output of 




in both the extending and grasping trajectory, which means the MKV-FNN controller 
was able to track and estimate the moving trajectory of the finger. Also, the error 
between them reduced to less than 0.1 N after 8 seconds since the commencement of 
the online learning process. This was produced by the online learning using the 
MKV-FNN controller. The actual and estimated position changes in three groups of 






                       
 
Figure 5-10 Estimated and actual position output (A. Full control, B. Partial control, C. No 
control) 
According to the ROM of each finger, the position value ranges from 0 to 100. It can 
be seen that in all three groups of simulated patients, the proposed MKV-FNN 
controller can track and predict position effectively. The largest difference between 
the estimated and actual position values occurred within five seconds of the start of 
the experiment. It can also be seen that, compared with the total ROM of 100, the 
error suggests that the proposed control method is able to assist the subjects’ 
movement along the intended trajectory in a timely manner.  
As it can be seen from Figures 5-9 and 5-10, the proposed MKV-FNN controller can 
fulfil the real-time control task of predicting force and position applied by the 
subject. A high accuracy is achieved through the fast learning abilities of the 
incorporated MKV-FNN algorithm to provide the AAN assistive force intensity and 
to compensate for the position moving trajectory with the exact amount of force 
needed. 
5.5 Performance Analysis 
The accuracy of developed models can be evaluated using many measurement 




performance of the controller. The criteria deployed to compare the performance 
were Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE), Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), 
and Mean Squared Error (MSE). These criteria are defined as follows [109]: 
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where n is the total number of training data, d is the desired value, and y is the actual 
output value. Root Mean Square Error was calculated for each data sample as it 
provided a more accurate error between the output and observed data. It was 
desirable to have the RMSE of the online-training data to decrease or converge as the 
number of iterations was increased suggesting the parameters were being updated. 
The RMSE value evolution of the MKV-FNN controller is shown in Fig.5-11.  
 
Figure 5-11 RMSE training error curve under sampling time step of 0.01s 
As shown, RMSE dropped from 12% to less than 1% at the end of 10s, and a 
satisfactory convergence was reached after that. This shows the result of online 
learning and indicates the MKV-FNN controller is fitting the system parameters 

















gradually. Similarly, the same trend can be seen in the uncertainty tracking as shown 
in Fig. 5-12. 
 
Figure 5-12 Uncertainty tracking with online learning 
It can be observed that the uncertainty tracking error between the estimated and the 
actual value kept shrinking as the number of iterations grew. This also supports the 
learning effectiveness of the MKV-FNN controller. However, the uncertainty 
remains around 1.2% after 6000 iterations, or 60 seconds after the start of the online 
training. 
To further verify the effectiveness of the proposed MKV-FNN controller, the 
performance was compared against other commonly adopted high-level control 
methods; namely FLC, NN Control (NNC) and FNN. The test results after their 
learning convergence are shown in Table 5-3. 









MAPE RMSE MSE 
FLC - - - 0.439 0.254 6.51×10-2 
NNC 3 664 8 0.243 0.163 2.19×10-3 























FNN 4 912 16 0.068 0.027 3.28×10-4 
MKV-
FNN 
5 1315 23 0.023 0.006 1.65×10-5 
From the results in Table 5-3, it is evident that the proposed MKV-FNN controller 
outperforms other algorithms by producing the smallest MAPE, RMSE and MSE 
values suggesting it has the highest prediction accuracy when solving the force 
prediction problem. However, it requires the largest amount of training sample data 
for convergence and the training time required is also the highest of the tested 
algorithms. It can also be noted that the amount of training time required is 
dependent on the number of layers and number of nodes in each layer.  
5.6 Conclusion 
The proposed MKV-FNN control algorithm combines fuzzy neural networks and 
Markov prediction model. Both methods involve training of the neural network and 
are implemented on Amadeo robotic device. Simulation and testing results verify the 
effectiveness of these two methods. In this study, it is shown that both proposed 
approaches can estimate the force exerted by the subject in the next sampling interval 
quite accurately. Results suggest that the proposed controller can fulfil the control 
requirements of Amadeo robot.  
The next stage of the work is the clinical validation of the proposed approaches. 
Other factors such as the cognitive ability and range of motion (ROM) of the patient 
should be examined. Another area of study is setting into place provisions for the 
safety of the subjects who cannot perform full ROM training or are not able to 
operate the device under guidance.  
Overall, further improvement of the training efficiency of the proposed system in real 
clinical applications would be the focus of further research. Extensive clinical 
experiments should be conducted on post-stroke patients before a firm conclusion 
can be drawn. Moreover, clinical evaluation and analysis on active participation of 
the subject, grasping/extending force, ROM, max frequency, duration time etc. 





6 VIRTUAL REALITY (VR) BASED REHABILITATION GAMING 
SYSTEMS (RGS) AND TRANSFERRING ENVIRONMENT 
6.1 Introduction 
Multisensory feedback has been proven to be critical in re-establishing the neuronal 
pathways damaged by stroke and closing the sensor motor loop [26]. Among which, 
virtual reality (VR) technology has recently been widely used in the field of 
augmented stroke rehabilitation. VR allows users to interact with a multisensory 
simulated environment and receive real-time feedback on performance, thus allow 
patients to correct their motions. This in turn, can facilitate repetition, intensity, and 
task-oriented training - all of which promote voluntary active motion. Therefore, VR-
based robot-assisted therapy (RT) has potential to specifically promote and/or 
enhance functional movement recovery [111].  
Immersive Virtual reality (VR) is found to promote active participation of users in 
post-stroke rehabilitation training by rendering the perspective view more immersive 
and realistic. Virtual reality is a computer-assisted technology that involves real-time 
simulation of an environment, scenario or activity that allows user interaction while 
providing augmented sensory feedback in safe, ecological, and individualised 3D 
environments where patients can perform specific actions to achieve a goal [112]. 
Virtual reality based intensive task-oriented rehabilitation methods have the potential 
to stimulate and trigger adaptive changes in the stroke impaired brain. Another 
advantage of VR intervention is that patients can perceive the intervention as an 
enjoyable exercise game rather than treatment method and this, in turn, increases 
their motivation and treatment compliance [111].  
More importantly, the individualized and simulated virtual environments, such as 
complex interactive games, can motivate the subject to move the impaired arm and 
hand and receive visual or auditory feedback of their performance [113]. With the 
use of VR, it is possible to train intensively and to stimulate active participation 
using functional exercises. Also, multiple levels of difficulty can be presented for 
each exercise, allowing individually adjustable training programs [114]. Besides, VR 
can also be used as an assessment method by recording and objectively measuring 
the performance of patients and their behavioural responses within the virtual world. 
This enables subjects to play a more active role in their rehabilitation process 




Newly released head mounted display (HMD) immersive VR devices, such as the 
Oculus Rift (Oculus VR, USA), have regenerated interest in the entertainment 
industry, particularly in gaming and movie. The use of 3D virtual training of stroke 
patients has potential for enhancing the effectiveness and efficiency of upper limb 
motor rehabilitation by providing immersive VR feedback. Morel et al. [115] 
conducted a review of virtual reality for balance assessment and rehabilitation, and 
pointed out the potential and limitations of VR in the field of rehabilitation by 
analysing previous publication results. Such enriched virtual environments (VE) 
have the potential to optimize motor learning by manipulating practice conditions 
that explicitly engage motivational, cognitive, motor control, and sensory feedback-
based learning mechanisms.  
A VR based integrated rehabilitation system using Oculus Rift DK2 head mounted 
display (HMD), featuring rehabilitation gaming system (RGS) with rendering 
immersive virtual environment (VE) is proposed  for strengthening activities of daily 
living (ADL) and task-oriented kinematic features such as force, range of motion and 
finger coordination. Using this 3D RGS, clinical trials were conducted on a stroke 
patient and results were compared against a similar 2D VR based RGS. The results 
were also benchmarked against the work conducted by other research groups using 
similar VR techniques. The results suggest that the proposed 3D VR HMD based 
RGS can achieve better training results and higher training efficiency compared to 
other 2D based methods. ADL task-oriented training and transferring environment 
hold the promise of achieving better training results with less training sessions 
required.  
The aim of this chapter is to develop an immersive VR rendered RGS for post-stroke  
fine hand function rehabilitation training using an Oculus Rift DK2 HMD VR 
device, and to evaluate the training effectiveness of the proposed method and 
compare that with other methods where 2D VR feedback are deployed. Therefore, 
the reminder part of this chapter is structured as follows: The 2D based RGS and 
transferring VE as well as the development process is introduced in Section 6.2; 
Immersive 3D VR based RGS design environment and implementation setting are 
shown in Section 6.3; The trialled test using the designed 2D and 3D VR are studied 
in Section 6.4; Then, the results are gathered and analysed as shown in Section 6.5; 




6.2 2D VR based RGS Design 
To make the training less dull and monotonous as well as to motivate the patient’s 
voluntary and active participation in the training, two interactive VR based RGS and 
one VR environment (VE) are designed. The customized training program is 
developed in close collaboration between clinicians and developers. When 
implemented on Amadeo, the highly repetitive but functional tasks serve as an 
enriched motivating environment, with challenging and customizable difficulty 
levels. The VR gaming systems strengthen the extending and grasping of each finger 
movements while the virtual environment simulates object manipulation in real life. 
In these VR systems, real-time force and position signals are incorporated into the 
feedback loop, providing immediate feedback to the patient’s performance.  
Two 2D based VR games and one virtual transferring environment are designed. The 
VR games and VR transferring environment are coded using JavaScript and Html5, 
Microsoft Visual Studio 2012 is the design environment as shown in Fig. 6-1. 
 
Figure 6-1 2D VR based RGS development environment 
Due to the limited computing power of Amadeo computer, the VR games and 
transferring environment are run on an external computer, immediate feedback of 




computer by Ethernet cable using UDP protocol. UDP communication is coded using 
JavaScript as shown in Table 6-1. 
Table 6-1 UDP communication code between Amadeo and external computer 
/** 
 * udp server ,listen prot 61001 
 * send command data package，and listen data package 
 **/ 
var dgram = require("dgram") 
var socket = dgram.createSocket('udp4'); 
var parseString = require('xml2js').parseString; 
var data = '<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>' +  
   '<command>' + 
   '<anu>30</anu>' +  
   '<ind>40</ind>' +  
   '<med>35</med>' +  
   '<min>25</min>' +  
   '<pol>45</pol>' +  
   '<value>5</value>' +  
   '<vel_anu>9</vel_anu>' +  
   '<vel_ind>5</vel_ind>' +  
   '<vel_med>7</vel_med>' +  
   '<vel_min>1</vel_min>' +  
   '<vel_pol>3</vel_pol>' + 
   '</command>"' 
var message = new Buffer(data);    
var udpclient = {   
 init : function(port, callback, address) {   
  if(address) 
   socket.bind(port, address); 
  else 
   socket.bind(port); 
  console.log("udp listen at " + (address?address:"0.0.0.0") + 
":" + port + ""); 
  socket.on('message', function(msg, rinfo) { 
   parseString(msg.toString(), function (err, result) { 
    if(err){ 




     if(callback) callback(err) 
     return; 
    }     
    //console.log("mean value:" + 
result.command.value[0])     
    if(callback) callback(null, result.data) 
      });     
  }); 
  //send data, time step=100ms， 
  setInterval(function(){    
   //console.log("send" + message.length) 
   //IP address of Amadeo 
   socket.send(message, 0, message.length, 61000, 
"192.127.0.1") 
  }, 100) 
   } 
} 
module.exports = udpclient; 
The embedded sensor of Amadeo is capable of detecting the position and velocity 
signal of the moving slides for each finger, together with the force applied by the 
patient at each actuator. During the VR training session, Amadeo is set on free mode, 
where the position or force signal applied by the user is used to control the virtual 
objects in the game.  
6.2.1 2D VR based RGS -Flying bird 
Flying bird (Figure 6-2A) is an interactive game coded using JavaScript and Html5. 
In the game, the user controls the height of a bird flying through a series of vertical 
columns, and immediate feedback is sent through Ethernet cable using UDP 
protocol. The score, indicating the user’s performance, is calculated as the total 
number of columns the bird can pass through without collision. This game is featured 
with position mode and force mode, where the object in the game is controlled by 
feedback position signal or force signal respectively. 
This RGS-Flying bird is created using the MelonJS, which is a game framework 





Step 1 – Organizational Structure 
The RGS-flying bird can be divided into three basic objects: (1) Scene objects: 
Define all of the game scenes (Play, Menus, Game Over, High Score, and so on);  (2) 
Game entities: Add all of the stuff that interacts on the game (Players, enemies, 
collectables, and so on);  (3) Hud entities: All of the HUD objects to be inserted on 
the scenes (Life, Score, Pause buttons, and so on). For this Flying Bird RGS, a 
directory is created first-flying bird game, and then developed the following structure 
as shown in Table 6-2. 
Table 6-2 RGS-Flying bird code structure 
Flying bird game 
|--js                               










As far as various folders are concerned, the .js folder contains all of the game 
resources. The entities folder handles the HUD and the Game entities. In the 
screen folder, we created all of the scene files. The game.js is the main game file, it 
initializes all of the game resources, which is created in the resources.js file, the 
input, and the loading of the first scene. 
The data folder is where all of the assets, sounds, and game themes are kept. The 
folders are divided into img subfolder for images (backgrounds, player atlas, menus, 
and so on), bgm subfolder for background music files (we need to provide .ogg and 
.mp3 file for each sound if we want full compatibility with all browsers) 
and sfx subfolder for sound effects. The lib folder contains the current 1.0.2 version 




Step 2 – Code Implementation 
The game.js file is built consists of the following three parts: 
data object: This global object will handle all of the global variables that will be 
used in the game. We will use score to record the player score, and steps to record 
how far the bird goes.   
onload method: This method preloads the resources and initializes the canvas screen 
and then calls the loaded method when it is done. 
loaded method: This method first creates and puts into the state stack the screens 
that will be used in the game. It enables all of the input keys to handle the game. In 
the design, we use the space and left mouse keys to control the bird and the M key to 
mute sound. It also adds the game entities BirdEntity, PipeEntity and the HitEntity in 
the game poll. The core code game.js is shown in Table 6-3. 
Table 6-3 RGS-Flying bird core code-game.js 
 game.PlayScreen = me.ScreenObject.extend({ 
    init: function() { 
    me.audio.play("theme", true); 
    // lower audio volume on firefox browser 
    var vol = me.device.ua.contains("Firefox") ? 0.3 : 0.5; 
    me.audio.setVolume(vol); 
    this.parent(this); 
  }, 
   onResetEvent: function() { 
    me.audio.stop("theme"); 
    if (!game.data.muted){ 
      me.audio.play("theme", true); 
    } 
    me.input.bindKey(me.input.KEY.SPACE, "fly", true); 
    game.data.score = 0; 
    game.data.steps = 0; 
    game.data.start = false; 
    game.data.newHiscore = false; 
 
    me.game.world.addChild(new BackgroundLayer('bg', 1)); 
 
    this.ground = new TheGround(); 





    this.HUD = new game.HUD.Container(); 
    me.game.world.addChild(this.HUD); 
 
    this.bird = me.pool.pull("clumsy", 60, me.game.viewport.height/2 - 100); 
    me.game.world.addChild(this.bird, 10); 
 
    //inputs 
    me.input.bindPointer; 
 
    this.getReady = new me.SpriteObject( 
      me.video.getWidth()/2 - 200, 
      me.video.getHeight()/2 - 100, 
      me.loader.getImage('getready') 
    ); 
    me.game.world.addChild(this.getReady, 11); 
 
    var fadeOut = new me.Tween(this.getReady).to(2000) 
      .easing(me.Tween.Easing.Linear.None) 
      .onComplete(function() { 
            game.data.start = true; 
            me.game.world.addChild(new PipeGenerator(), 0); 
       }).start(); 
  }, 
 
  onDestroyEvent: function() { 
    me.audio.stopTrack('theme'); 
    // free the stored instance 
    this.HUD = null; 
    this.bird = null; 
    me.input.unbindKey(me.input.KEY.SPACE); 
    me.input.unbindPointer(me.input.mouse.LEFT); 
  } 
}); 
Step 3 – Game Settings 
The game is created using MelonJS game framework, which is an open-source 
HTML5 based community game engine. In the game, the difficulty of the game can 
be adjusted between ‘easy’, ‘medium’ and ‘hard’ modes, thus to suit different levels 




speed of moving columns, easier mode allows more time for the patient to readjust 
the finger position, while harder mode can be more demanding for quicker responses 
as well as finger control abilities. The game control is defined in core code of play.js 
shown in Table 6-4: 
Table 6-4 RGS-Flying bird core code—play.js 
var game = { 
    data: { 
        score : 0, 
        steps: 0, 
        start: false, 
        newHiScore: false, 
        muted: false 
    }, 
 
    "onload": function() { 
        if (!me.video.init(900, 600, { 
                wrapper : "screen", 
                renderer : me.video.CANVAS, 
                scale : "auto", 
                scaleMethod : "fit" 
            })) { 
            alert("Your browser does not support HTML5 canvas."); 
            return; 
        } 
   
        me.audio.init("ogg"); 
 
        me.loader.onload = this.loaded.bind(this); 
        me.loader.preload(game.resources); 
        me.state.change(me.state.LOADING); 
 
        // add "#debug" to the URL to enable the debug Panel 
        if (document.location.hash.match("debug")) { 
            window.onReady(function () { 
                me.plugin.register.defer(this, me.debug.Panel, "debug", 
me.input.KEY.V); 
            }); 
        } 





    "loaded": function() {   
  me.state.set(me.state.SETTINGS, new game.LevelScreen()); 
        me.state.set(me.state.MENU, new game.TitleScreen()); 
        me.state.set(me.state.PLAY, new game.PlayScreen()); 
        me.state.set(me.state.GAME_OVER, new game.GameOverScreen()); 
 
        me.input.bindKey(me.input.KEY.SPACE, "fly", true);   
  
        me.input.bindKey(me.input.KEY.M, "mute", true); 
        me.input.bindPointer(me.input.KEY.SPACE); 
 
        me.pool.register("flying bird", BirdEntity); 
        me.pool.register("pipe", PipeEntity, true); 
        me.pool.register("hit", HitEntity, true); 
        me.pool.register("ground", Ground, true); 
 
        // in melonJS 1.0.0, viewport size is set to Infinity by default 
        me.game.viewport.setBounds(0, 0, 900, 600); 
        me.state.change(me.state.SETTINGS); 
    } 
}; 
The RGS game is designed with both ‘position mode’ and ‘force mode’, that is the 
type of input signal used to control the position of the flying bird in the game. In the 
starting screen, there are options for the user to choose mode, difficulty level and the 
targeted finger. If a single finger is chosen, for example force mode for the index 
finger, then only the force value of the index finger would be used as the input to 
control the flying height of the bird in the game. If multiple fingers are chosen, the 
value of all the selected fingers would be calculated and their average value would be 
used as the input. This design allows different patients with different abilities and 
targeted fingers to operate. 
6.2.2 2D VR based RGS -Spaceship 
Spaceship (Figure 6-2B) is coded in JavaScript and Html5. In the game, the user 
controls the position of a spaceship to avoid incoming aerolite and bombs and to 
collect virtual awards. The score is calculated as the total length of time that the user 




featured with both position and force mode and the level of difficulty can be adjusted 
according to the abilities of the subject. The RGS screenshots are shown in Fig. 6-2.  
 
Figure 6-2 2D VR based RGS: (A) Flying bird VR game; (B) Spaceship VR game; (C) 
stroke patient is playing 2D RGS-Flying bird. 
6.2.3 2D VR based Transferring Environment-Cooking Simulator 
Unlike the VGS mentioned above, aiming at improving the overall strength and 
ROM of the hand and all fingers, the transferring VE aims at transforming the 
achieved improvements in terms of ROM and force intensity to motor skills in 
performing ADL tasks in real life, thus to improve the QOL of the patients. The VE 
is thus featured with lifelike virtual scenarios, aiming at strengthening skills such as 
movement planning, target reaching, object manipulation and classification, 
especially the movement output force intensity and movement accuracy of each 








The virtual environment consists of a 2-dimensional (2D) simulated supermarket and 
kitchen setting to increase familiarity and engagement of patients. This VR based VE 
focuses on improving strength and active ROM in the context of a functional 
reaching movement. The subject is required to reach and grasp a simulated object 
and perform certain ADL tasks (i.e., shop cooking ingredients, open the oven, set the 
alarm clock) with the paretic hand. The transferring VE screenshots are shown in 
Fig. 6-3.  
 
Figure 6-3 Transferring VE: (A) Transferring VE-simulated supermarket; (B) Transferring 
VE-kitchen and cooking scenario. 
Prior to each training session, the game settings are calibrated to customize to the 
participant’s active ROM of the affected fingers. Participants are instructed to pick 
up virtual cooking ingredients from a supermarket shelf (see Fig. 6-3A) with limited 
amount of virtual money and then use the purchased ingredients to cook a turkey in a 
simulated kitchen setting (see Fig. 6-3B). 
To achieve these tasks, the screen is divided into 5 vertical sections, denoting the 
realm of 5 independent fingers. When the subject’s finger reaches the position of an 
object, corresponding actions are triggered if the detected force is larger than the pre-
set adjustable threshold value, which can be adjusted according to the actual abilities 
of a certain subject. The real-time position and orientation as well as the flexion and 
abduction of each of the fingers are translated into 2D movement. Moreover, the 
objects are placed at different levels in height thus to accommodate the active ROM 
of each finger. In this VR environment, the patient uses his finger position to control 





6.3 Immersive 3D Virtual Reality 
The VR based RT platform was implemented with the Amadeo finger rehabilitation 
robot used as the finger position input device. Oculus Rift DK2 (released in July, 
2014 by Oculus VR, USA) was used as the output device of the system. The Oculus 
Rift DK2 HMD VR device consists of a full HD LCD screen which is viewed 
through lenses providing nearly a full field of view. It renders the virtual 
environment with barrel distortion to make the perspective more realistic [116]. The 
Oculus Rift HMD provides users with a much higher level of immersion than a 
computer screen or a projector does.  
This study aims to explore whether stroke patients can benefit more from the virtual 
environment using a 3D immersive HMD VR device than from a 2D flat-screen 
monitor display, projection system or non-immersive VR body posture motion-
tracking devices such as Intel RealSense or Microsoft Kinect sensor that have been 
widely used in previous VR-based rehabilitation studies [28, 117]. Immersive HMD 
VR has been used in applications where real-time graphic changes in a natural way 
with the user’s head and body motion such as in flight simulation training. The user’s 
position and movement are used to update the sensory stimuli, and immersive VR 
HMD allows delivery of real-time computer generated images and sounds of a 
simulated virtual scene rendered in relation to user movement that corresponds to 
what the individual would see and hear if the scene were real [118].  
6.3.1 3D VR based RGS Design 
The 3D VR based first-person view SpaceWar RGS (Figure 6-4) was developed in 
Windows 7 using the Unity3D Game Engine of Unity 5 Personal Edition. The 
Oculus Rift Developer Kit 2 (DK2) with the Oculus Rift Oculus Platform SDK 1.7.0 
and Windows Runtime were used to create the virtual reality environment. In this 
way, the RGS images of each frame were presented in a stereoscopic 3D virtual 
environment which made the user experience more realistic and immersive.  
During the training sessions, the Amadeo rehabilitation robot was set to free mode 
and it moved along with the user’s finger, sending each finger’s position and force 
data to control virtual objects in the game. This enabled the user to control and 
manipulate the simulated objects in the 3D environment by applying force to 




around by physically turning one’s head to a limited degree. This is very realistic and 
provides a high level of immersion. The screenshot of the 3D RGS is shown in 
Figure 6-4. 
 
Figure 6-4 Screenshot of the immersive Space-War RGS (user controls a virtual spaceship in 
a science fictional setting) 
In the game, the user controls the position of a spaceship to avoid incoming 
meteorites and shoots enemy spaceships by launching missiles. The missile 
launching is triggered by applying force to the thumb finger slide, and the position of 
the spaceship is controlled by the other four fingers. For example, in this case of 
impaired right hand training, to make the spaceship turn right, the user should apply 
force with the ring finger and little finger and, to turn left, a force is applied by the 
forefinger and middle finger. The parameter settings can be tailored to suit the 
specific needs of patients with different levels of abilities and to accommodate both 
left and right hand impaired stroke patients. The score is calculated as the number of 
enemy spaceships shot down and the total length of time the user manages to survive, 
and the score represents the user’s performance. The game features both position and 
force modes and the level of difficulty can be adjusted to suit the abilities of the 
subject. The designed RGS also provides dynamic feedback on the performance of 
the user throughout the tasks by playing sounds and using augmenting virtual objects 





6.3.2 Implementation Environment 
For 3D RGS, the Oculus Rift DK2 HMD was used as the output device while the 
external computer showed the synchronised view of the HMD in real time. This 
experiment setting enabled us to simultaneously monitor and supervise the 
performance of the subject. During 3D RGS training, the subject wore the Oculus 
Rift DK2 HMD and sat in front of the Amadeo robot with his impaired hand attached 
to the finger slides of the Amadeo hand rehabilitation robot. The Oculus position 
tracker was mounted 1.2 meters in front of the user and vertically aligned with the 
shoulders and faced the front of the patient so as to receive IR signals from the 
Oculus HMD to detect the orientation of the user’s head. 
The Amadeo robot was set in free passive mode where the subject actively controls 
the finger slides by applying forces to them to manipulate the virtual object in the 
RGS. Embedded position and force sensors of Amadeo detect the user’s movement 
and electric motors execute the computed results in the form of position and velocity. 
To make a valid comparison between how the subject behaves in 2D and 3D VR 
based RGS, a similar 2D game with the same settings named ‘spaceship’ was 
developed and tested on the same subject in our previous study. This was to unify the 
training tasks and difficulty levels in both RGS as well as to increase the 
familiarization of the playing rules and to maintain the consistency of the gathered 
data from these VR games. 
6.4 Experimental Materials and Methods  
The designed VR based RGS strengthen the extending and grasping of each finger 
movements as well as one virtual environment simulating object manipulating in real 
life were designed. The experimental setup consisted of Amadeo rehabilitation robot 
as the input device and an external computer used for data processing.  
For 2D RGS, the external computer also served as the output display. It was 
connected to the Amadeo hand rehabilitation robot using an Ethernet cable via UDP 
communication protocol. In these VR systems, real-time force and position signals 
are incorporated into the feedback loop, providing immediate feedback to the 
patient’s performance. The RGS is implemented with Amadeo, which is composed 
by a finger rehabilitation robot and a PC with LCD displaying the virtual scenarios in 





The outcome of the study was not only dependent on the performance of a subject 
during clinical tests, but also on his/her condition before the rehabilitation process. 
Thus, it was important to set clear inclusion and exclusion requirements for recruited 
patients. This study excluded participants with other neurologic disorders, such as 
Parkinson Disease and those with a history of more than one stroke, severe cognitive 
dysfunction, visual or hearing impairment, and those with deformity in the upper 
extremity. 
The general inclusion principle was to allow space where the subjects could 
experience the expected changes during the training sessions. Therefore, subjects 
with a “medium level” of hand motor skills were preferred. The developed system 
was firstly trialled on a 55-year-old male stroke patient who satisfied the inclusion 
criteria. He suffered from hemiplegia caused by a stroke 56 months prior to the start 
of this study. The patient had limited movement in his right arm and his right-hand 
function was severely compromised by the stroke. The subject was not receiving any 
physical or occupational therapy to the affected upper limb during the course of the 
study. He also signed a written informed consent to participate in the experiment, and 
a written informed consent for the publication of his clinical results. 
6.4.2 Intervention 
The intervention was developed based on motor learning theory and aimed at 
increasing the number of repetitions of functional movements while providing games 
that were challenging and with feedback on performance. Feedback and an element 
of challenge were included because increasing repetitions alone was not sufficient to 
drive neuroplasticity. Small steps of increasing difficulty with immediate feedback 
on performance is also known to speed up the recovery process [119].  
It usually takes time for a subject to master a specific VR game, and, for a 
meaningful conclusion, a number of tests should be conducted to gather adequate 
data with little variance. With this notion in mind, the subject undertook a total of six 
training sessions using the Amadeo hand rehabilitation robot, with one session per 
day, three days per week. Each training session lasted for 20 minutes giving a total of 
120 minutes of training. As mentioned, we were exploring whether the patient was 




conventional 2D display based RGS that has been widely used in previous studies in 
the rehabilitation area. Accordingly, the intervention was designed with two separate 
components with their specific training protocols: 
1. Intervention A: two weeks of Amadeo standard training protocol, consisting 
of 10 minutes of games that included active training in a simulated 
environment using 2D display.  
2. Intervention B: two weeks of the proposed training protocol. During 
Intervention B, task-oriented interactive 3D immersive VR game using 
Oculus Rift DK2 HMD to enhance active participation and to promote the 
interaction of the patient through task-oriented RGS. 
Both interventions were delivered within the same training session, with 10 minutes 
Intervention A delivered first, then, followed with 10 minutes of intervention B 
immediately after. This prevented possible adverse effects of the 3D system such as 
dizziness, nausea or other sickness while wearing the VR glasses as reported in 
previous studies [120]. Therefore, intervention A with 2D VR was conducted prior to 
3D Intervention B. Also, each intervention was limited to 10 minutes duration to 
reduce the chances of these symptoms which may affect the reliability of the test 
results.  
6.4.3 Outcomes 
The rehabilitation gaming system (RGS) developed in this study focused on six main 
movements to achieve complete rehabilitation: abduction, adduction, flexion, 
extension, internal rotation and external rotation. After each intervention, i.e., 
interventions A and B, fine hand motor skills of the subject were assessed using 
kinematics characteristic feature data such as moving speed, acceleration, moving 
trajectory, and moving smoothness as measured and captured by the Amadeo robotic 
device with its embedded force and position sensor. The data was transferred and 
displayed on a computer screen for easy real-time observation. 
6.5 Results and Analysis 
A number of parameters associated with fine hand motion rehabilitation including 
spasticity, reflexes, level of voluntary control and function movement were 




(ROM), speed of movement, fractionation and strength of motion of individual 
fingers, were measured before and after each training session during Intervention A 
and Intervention B of each training session. The pre- and post- performance data 
were collected and compared. These important performance indicators were used to 
assess the patient's progress across the two weeks of training therapy.  
6.5.1 Trial Test Results 
The simulated RGS was designed to exercise the key kinematic parameters of the 
hand movement such as active range of motion (ROM), speed of movement, fraction 
of individual finger motion to strengthen the fingers. The subject’s angular range, 
speed, fractionation and strength of the fingers were quantified before starting the 
training session to set an initial difficulty level. After each training session, the 
patient’s actual performance was compared with the pre-set targets and the data was 
used to set subsequent goal targets to encourage improved performance. 
In order to ensure the validity and consistency of the data, each test was repeated 
three times and the mean value of the readings was chosen as the measured score. All 
the measurement data is presented as mean ± standard deviation (mean ± SD) along 








Table 6-5 Fine hand motion movement performance comparison of 2D and 3D RGS 
 Movement Speed (cm/s) Acceleration (cm/s²) Mean Peak Force (N) Active 
ROM 
p-Value 
Max Mean Max Mean Flexion Extension 
Intervention 
A-2D VR 
8.6±0.3 5.7±0.1 15.8±0.3 12.5±0.2 22.1±0.2 13.8±0.2 79.6±0.2 0.03 
Intervention 
B-3D VR 




The results obtained following interventions A and B indicate the subject’s 
performance in 2D and 3D VR based RGS. Overall, it can be seen that the finger 
movement speed, acceleration, mean peak force intensity in Intervention A is lower 
than that in Intervention B. Noticeably, the active ROM values in Intervention A and 
Intervention B are very similar. Also, it can be observed that the standard deviation 
(SD) and statistical significance (p-Value) have dropped slightly, which means 
smaller variation and more consistency. This can be interpreted as meaning that the 
patient can perform the training tasks more smoothly with fewer variables within 
each test in Intervention B when using 3D VR. 
In the movement speed exercise, subject had to quickly flex their fingers to 
accomplish a certain task in the RGS, The subject achieved nearly 80 in Active 
Range of Motion (mean excursion in the metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joint and 
proximal interphalangeal (PIP) joints) [117]. For the active ROM assessment, five 
vertical bars developed using LabView (National Instruments, USA) that were 
displayed on the screen of the external computer dynamically indicating the active 
ROM of each finger as the fingers moved. According to the recordings, the subject’s 
finger movement in Intervention B was around 10% more than that in Intervention 
A, as measured by movement speed, acceleration and peak force.  
6.5.2 Kinematic Analysis 
The experimental data of the six training sessions was saved into a database. The 
dataset provides the researchers with specific kinematic data for each trial session. In 
addition to the raw data, graphs provide precise kinematic and kinetic measures of 
the subjects’ impairments of range of motion, speed of movement, finger 
fractionation, and strength for the MCP joint and PIP joint of each finger and thumb. 
The database can also provide an objective view of a patient’s progress and the 
outcome of therapy. More importantly, these data enables the researcher to 
understand how the subject’s performance has evolved over time and provide an 
ongoing record of changes in finger joints over the training period. The data thus 
helps to identify the optimum training protocol to achieve the best training results 
with fewer training sessions. These types of graphs show whether the patient is 




the levels of difficulty of the sensorimotor tasks being practiced. The performances 
comparison between 2D and 3D is shown in Figure 6-5. 
 
Figure 6-5 Kinematic parameter evolvement and comparison of interventions. 
As for the improvement of actual ADL abilities, although this subject had 80% of 
full range of motion of his fingers, he had coordination problems that affected the 
performance of several ADLs such as grasping a glass of water or picking up a small 
object. Compared with 2D intervention, the subject’s finger PMP joint flexion ranges 
improved by 7% following 3D intervention. After the training sessions, the subject 
was able to exert force in all measured grasping configurations. The mean flexion 
force measured in 3D Intervention B is 1.5N greater than that of Intervention A using 
2D RGS. 
The outcome of this study is consistent with the previous work using the same 
Amadeo robotic device and its standard training protocol [4, 121]. Improvements 
were observed in output force and active ROM after the training sessions. In 
addition, it is worth noting that the patient showed greater improvement using 3D 




during all the training sessions. This suggests that the proposed method can help 
stroke patients to achieve better training results. 
6.6 Discussions and Conclusions  
This proposed VR based robot-assisted therapeutic rehabilitation system for fine 
hand motion rehabilitation training combines Oculus Rift DK2 HMD and the 
Amadeo hand rehabilitation robot. Clinical trials based on a real stroke patient were 
conducted and results were analysed to make a conclusion on the effectiveness and 
efficiency of the proposed system. The use of 3D VR leads to enhanced 
improvement of the stroke-affected hand through the facilitation of active 
participation at a greater level. However, the recovery of motor skill depends on 
neurological recovery, adaptation, learning new strategies and motor programs. 
Finally, we also need to note that the test results are based on one subject only. This 
makes it difficult to rule out the possibility that some test data is invalid. Therefore, 
larger scale clinical trials, following the same inclusion and exclusion criterion, 
should be conducted on more stroke patients to enable the collection of more clinical 
data and the establishment of a confirmed conclusion. Further studies should also 
explore whether the outcome achieved through a 3D VR rendered environment can 






7 CLINICAL VALIDATION 
7.1 Introduction 
This research combines dynamic force based assistive control, or adaptive Assist-As-
Needed (AAN) [6] control, and Virtual reality (VR) based multisensory feedback, 
aiming to enhance the efficiency of the rehabilitation training by making it more 
engaging and challenging while reducing the number of sessions required and as a 
result the cost of rehabilitation. 
An ethic application for this study was approved by the University of Wollongong 
Ethics Committee and NSW Health authority. A rehabilitation specialist, who 
worked at Port Kembla Hospital Physiotherapy Department, was actively engaged in 
identifying potential subjects for the experimental work. The Amadeo robotic device 
was moved to Port Kembla Hospital Physiotherapy Rehabilitation Department for 
the experimental work. I also received an honorary appointment to conduct 
experimental work at Port Kembla Hospital Physiotherapy Rehabilitation 
Department. In this chapter, the experimental work conducted at Port Kembla is 
explained and the results are provided.  
7.2 Materials and Methods 
7.2.1 Experimental Setup 
The experimental setup consisted of a 5 degree-of-freedom (DOF) hand 
rehabilitation robotic device named Amadeo (Tyromotion GmbH, Graz, Austria) as 
the input device and an external computer used for data processing. For 2D RGS, the 
external computer also served as the output display. It was connected to the Amadeo 
hand rehabilitation robot using an Ethernet cable via UDP communication protocol. 
For 3D RGS, the Oculus Rift DK2 HMD was used as the output device while the 
external computer showed the synchronised view of the HMD in real time. This 
experiment setting enabled the researcher to simultaneously monitor and supervise 
the performance of the subject. 
During 3D RGS training, the subject wore the Oculus Rift DK2 HMD and sat in 
front of the Amadeo robot with his/her impaired hand attached to the finger slides of 
the Amadeo hand rehabilitation robot. The Oculus position tracker was mounted 1.2 




front of the patient so as to receive IR signals from the Oculus HMD to detect the 
orientation of the user’s head. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 7-1. 
 
Figure 7-1 Experimental setup-Stroke patients are using Amadeo rehabilitation robot. A, 
with 2D VR based RGS. B, with 3D HMD using Oculus Rift VR 
The Amadeo robot was set in free passive mode in which the subject actively 
controlled the finger slides by applying forces to them to manipulate the virtual 
object in the RGS. Embedded position and force sensors of Amadeo detected the 
user’s movement and electric motors executed the computed results in the form of 
position and velocity. 
7.2.2 Participants 
Considering that the final evaluation, comparisons and conclusions will be based on 
the performance of a patient during clinical tests, the condition of the subject before 
the study may affect the outcome of the rehabilitation process. Thus, it is important 
to set unified requirements for recruited patients to ensure that they start with similar 
pre-existing conditions. The Fugl-Meyer Assessment (FMA) and the Motor 






sessions. In order to maintain consistency, we defined the following inclusion 
requirements for the recruited subjects: 
1) Age Range: 40-79 (patients around the same age were preferred). 
2) Severity of impairment: motor abilities suggested by MAS score: 
In section 6 (upper arm): 1-5; 
Section 7 (hand movements): 1-5. 
3) Language Spoken:  English 
4) Good cognition: suggested by Rowland Universal Dementia Assessment Scale 
(RUDAS) or Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) score of 26 (out of 30) 
or more. 
The general inclusion principle was to allow space where the patients could 
experience the expected changes during the training sessions. Therefore, patients 
with “medium level” of hand motor skills were preferred. Also, at the beginning of 
all sessions, we needed to confirm that patients who met these suggested inclusion 
criteria were capable of operating the Amadeo robotic device under guidance, 
otherwise they were not included. More specifically, subjects with the following 
conditions were not included in the study (exclusion criteria):  
1) Non-stroke caused functional deficits of arm and hand motor function or a 
history of more than one stroke clinically. 
2) Other neurologic disorders, such as Parkinson Disease. 
3) Severe cognitive dysfunction. 
4) Visual, hearing impairment. 
5) Contracture or deformities in upper extremity.  
6) Previous history of epilepsy.  
The exclusion criteria were kept to a minimum in order to evaluate the feasibility of 
using RT among a variety of patients. As a result, eight stroke patients were found to 
satisfy the criteria. All recruited patients signed a written informed consent to 






Eight subacute stroke patients were recruited to undertake a total of six weeks 
training using the Amadeo hand rehabilitation robot, one session per day, and three 
days per week (a total of 18 training sessions) with each training session lasting for 
30 minutes, adding up to 540 minutes of training in total. The training protocol 
comprised four interventions as described below: 
• Intervention A: Passive Mode Training, consisting of 10 minutes of passive 
mode training, in which the fingers are stimulated in continuous passive 
motion therapy.   
• Intervention B: Assistive-as-needed Adaptive control consisting of 10 
minutes training under the control of the proposed dynamic adaptive assistive 
force based on RLNN control algorithm.   
• Intervention C: 2D task-oriented RGS consisting of 5 minutes of VR-based 
2D RGS. 
• Intervention D: 3D immersive RGS consisting of 5 minutes of VR-based 3D 
RGS using Oculus Rift. 
In interventions C and D, the task-oriented VR based RGS such as object 
manipulation and simulated cooking scenarios were used to enhance active 
participation and to promote the transformation of the acquired motor skills into 
abilities to perform ADLs in real life. The process and training protocols of the 
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B: 10 min Assist-as-needed 
Adaptive control  
C: 5 min 2D task-oriented VR
A: 10 min Passive mode 
training
D: 5 min 3D immersive VR
 
Figure 7-2 Flow chart of intervention process and training protocol. 
Intervention C was delivered prior to intervention D, this prevented possible adverse 
effects of the 3D system such as dizziness, nausea or other sickness while wearing 
the VR glasses as reported in previous studies. Also, interventions C and D were 
limited to 5 minutes duration to reduce the chances of these symptoms which may 
affect the reliability of the test results.  
At the end of each session, the active Range of Motion (ROM) and force intensity of 
fingers (both extending and grasping) were examined using Amadeo embedded 
sensors. Two clinical tests were conducted at the beginning of the training (week 0) 
and at the end of all the 6 weeks RT training. During these tests, fine hand motor 
skills of each subject were assessed using standard clinical evaluation procedures 
including the Fugl-Meyer Assessment (FMA) hand sub-section score, and Motor 
Assessment Scale (MAS) Hand Movement Score. 
7.3 Experimental Results 
Based on the pre-defined inclusion standards, eight stroke patients from Port Kembla 




participants in this project. Important information for each patient is provided in 
Table 7-1. 
Table 7-1 Important factor information of each participant 
Participants Age (Year) Gender Onset Time (Month) Affected Hand 
P1 44 Female 4.5 Left 
P2 76 Female 1.5 Right 
P3 78 Female 2 Left 
P4 79 Male 1.5 Left 
P5 71 Male 1 Left 
P6 62 Female 2.5 Right 
P7 69 Female 3 Left 
P8 73 Male 1.5 Left 
A number of parameters associated with fine hand motion rehabilitation including 
spasticity, reflexes, level of voluntary control and function movement were 
evaluated. Kinematic measurements, including hand movement speed and movement 
duration, were calculated using data collected by the robot. 
7.3.1 Assessment Methods 
Considering the focus on fine hand motion rehabilitation in this study, and the fact 
that the performance of a subject is achieved based on the pre- and post- training 
status, choosing suitable quantitative evaluation methods with a focus on fine hand 
movements was thus critical in this research. Two clinical evaluation methods, 
namely Fugl-Meyer Assessment (FMA) Hand Sub-section [41] and Motor 
Assessment Scale (MAS) Hand Movement Score were chosen because they are 
widely used as well as being easy to conduct and administer [47].  
Fugl-Meyer Assessment is a performance-based index designed to assess motor 
function and balance in patients following a stroke. Fugl-Meyer Assessment is used 
clinically as well as in research to determine disease severity, describe motor 
recovery, and to plan and assess treatment interventions. The FMA assesses isolated 
voluntary and synergistic movement patterns, grasp, and reflex activity. Scoring in 
FMA is made on the basis of observing the subject’s ability to complete certain 
predefined tasks, and a 3-point scale is used to measure performance (0 = unable; 1 = 
partial; 2 = performs fully) on seven test items (total possible score = 14 points) in 




As the secondary outcome measure, the MAS is a performance-based scale 
developed to assess everyday motor function. In contrast to FMA, the MAS employs 
a task-oriented approach to evaluate performance of specific functional tasks rather 
than isolated patterns of movement. The MAS hand movement is scored on a seven 
point scale from 0 to 6, where point 6 indicates the optimum motor behaviour. 
During testing, subjects are required to perform each task three times and the best 
result is recorded.  
Apart from these standard clinical assessment methods, key kinematic parameters 
associated with fine hand motion rehabilitation including active ROM, active force 
output were chosen to assess the outcome of the rehabilitation. These kinematic 
features indicate spasticity, reflexes, level of voluntary control and function 
movement from a more objective and quantitative perspective. 
7.3.2 Assessment Results 
In order to ensure the validity and consistency of the data, each test was repeated 
three times and the mean value of the readings was chosen as the measured score. All 
the measurement data is presented as mean ± standard deviation (mean ± SD along 
with the statistical significance (p-Value). The results are shown in Table 7-2, and 




Table 7-2 Clinical experiment assessment results 
Participants FMA-Hand (0-14) MAS-Hand (0-6) Force- Extension (N) Force- Flexion (N) Active-ROM (%) p-
value Pre- Post- Pre- Post- Pre- Post- Pre- Post- Pre- Post- 
P1 4.3±0.5 4.6±0.3 1.3±0.3 1.7±0.3 3.7±0.5 4.9±0.1 39.6±0.4 41.4±0.2 5.4±0.7 8.3±0.3 0.08 
P2 6.4±0.7 6.9±0.2 2.5±0.3 3.2±0.2 6.4±0.3 7.5±0.2 26.4±0.5 29.5±0.3 13.7±0.5 25.4±0.2 0.06 
P3 8.7±0.5 12.2±0.3 4.1±0.2 5.4±0.1 11.5±0.7 14.6±0.5 45.2±0.6 52.7±0.3 71.3±0.5 98.5±0.2 0.03 
P4 7.1±0.8 11.5±0.4 3.5±0.4 4.6±0.2 9.7±0.6 15.2±0.4 38.8±0.4 54.4±0.4 45.4±0.7 95.5±0.4 0.05 
P5 5.8±0.3 10.8±0.3 3.3±0.3 4.8±0.3 8.2±0.5 14.9±0.1 32.5±0.7 48.2±0.4 55.4±0.7 93.6±0.6 0.04 
P6 4.9±0.3 6.6±0.2 2.7±0.3 4.6±0.3 5.4±0.4 8.7±0.2 29.4±0.4 44.3±0.3 27.9±0.6 48.3±0.2 0.03 
P7 5.8±0.4 6.9±0.3 3.0±0.3 3.8±0.2 8.3±0.3 11.5±0.1 23.4±0.4 39.6±0.2 33.3±0.3 52.3±0.3 0.02 
P8 6.3±0.3 8.3±0.3 3.6±0.3 5.2±0.2 9.6±0.6 12.4±0.4 33.4±0.6 48.3±0.4 57.6±0.6 92.6±0.4 0.06 
Table 7-3 Pre- and post- training result changes 
Participants Change  p-value 
FMA-Hand MAS-Hand Force- Extension Force- Flexion Active-ROM 
P1 0.3 (+7.0%) 0.4 (+30.8%) 1.2 (+32.4%) 1.8 (+4.5%) +2.9 % 0.08 
P2 0.5 (+7.8%) 0.7 (+28.0%) 1.1 (+17.2%) 3.1 (+11.7%) +11.7% 0.06 
P3 3.5 (+40.2%) 1.3 (+31.7%) 3.1 (+27.0%) 7.5 (+16.6%) +27.2% 0.03 
P4 4.4 (+62.0%) 1.1 (+31.4%) 5.5 (+56.7%) 15.6 (+40.2%) +50.1% 0.05 
P5 5.0 (+86.2%) 1.5 (+45.5%) 6.7 (+81.7%) 15.7 (+48.3%) +38.2% 0.04 
P6 1.7 (+34.7%) 1.9 (+70.4%) 3.3 (+61.1%) 14.9 (+50.7%) +20.4% 0.03 
P7 1.1 (+19.0%) 0.8 (+26.7%) 3.2 (+38.6%) 16.2 (+69.2%) +19.0% 0.02 




As it can be seen from Table 7-2 and Table 7-3, the experimental results show 
improvement in the motor skills of all eight subjects, though to different extents. 
According to FMA assessment results, significant improvements are achieved in P3, 
P4, P5 and P6; moderate improvements in P7 and P8 while only minor changes are 
obtained in P1 and P2. Similar results were obtained according to MAS assessment 
results, force output results as well as active ROM measurements. Interestingly, P7 
shows highest levels of improvement in flexion force output, although the 
performance is at an average level according to other three assessment measures.  
An examination of the results and the background of the subjects indicate that the 
pre-existing condition of a subject is very important factor in the outcomes of the 
training. As mentioned earlier, the condition of subject P1 is improved poorly. The 
background of this subject reveals that her ischaemic stroke was caused by blocked 
artery in the right hemisphere of the brain and resulted in hemiparalysis with limited 
control of her hand functions. In contrast, subject P3 achieved moderate 
improvement in output force and active ROM assessments. This subject had a mini 
stroke and her hand functions were mildly affected. Comparing these two subjects 
can suggest that robotic rehabilitation works the best for patients affected by stroke at 
“medium level”, as confirmed by the results obtained from subjects P4, P5, P6 and 
P8. 
The results also show a drop in the standard deviation (SD) values after the training 
session, which implies smaller variation in the assessments and more consistency 
between them. This can happen when the participants perform the training tasks 
more smoothly and with fewer variances within each test. Reduction in SD values 
can also be the result of training, which strengthens the muscles and motor control of 
the subjects as well as the coordination of the fingers and reduction in their tremor. 
7.4 Statistical Analysis  
As mentioned in section 7.2, two clinical assessments were conducted using FMA 
and MAS at week 0, and week 6. According to the recorded data, the pre- and post-





Figure 7-3 Pre and post FMA and MAS assessment results 
As shown by this diagram, there is an average increase of 2.32 (+37.5%) in FMA and 
1.16 (+38.8%) in MAS, respectively. It can also be noted that the post-training Min-
Max range is larger than the pre-training data, indicating that some subjects achieved 
better outcomes than others. The same trend can be observed in finger flexion and 
extension force output assessments. As shown in Fig. 7-4, there is an increase of 3.36 
N (+42.8%) in average mean force extension, from 7.85 N to 11.21 N. and an 
increase of 11.21 N (+33.3%) on average in the force flexion output.  
 
Figure 7-4 Pre and post output force comparison 
At the end of each training session, active ROM assessment tests were performed 




provides a comparison between pre- and post- training results, but also shows the 
stage of the training at which the change actually occurs. When this data is collected 
for a larger number of subjects, it can determine the optimal length of the training 
session for a satisfactory outcome.  
 
Figure 7-5 Evolvement of active ROM assessment results 
According to Figure 7-5, all participants except P1 showed noticeable improvement. 
The extent and pattern for each subject is, however, quite different from others. 
Participants P3-P8 show significant improvement in the first 4 weeks, but slower 
growth in the following weeks ending with no improvement in weeks 5 and 6. 
Subject P2 shows some improvement initially but no progress after 3 weeks (9 
training sessions shown in graph). No obvious improvement is observed in subject 
P1 due to her severe condition caused by stroke. 
In summary, the results obtained in the experimental work indicate that the 
rehabilitation protocols developed and adopted in this study have potential to 
improve motor skills in many stroke patients, as long as the stroke has not severely 
affected the subject. 
7.5 Kinematic Analysis 
During the Intervention C and Intervention D of each training session, the patient’s 
kinematic performance was captured using Amadeo embedded sensors and then 




an objective view of a patient’s progress and the outcome of therapy. More 
importantly, these data enables the researcher to understand how the subject’s 
performance has evolved over time and provide an ongoing record of changes in 
finger joints over the training period. The data thus helps to identify the optimum 
training protocol to achieve the best training results with fewer training sessions. In 
order to ensure the validity and consistency of the data, each test was repeated three 
times and the mean values of the readings were chosen as the measured scores. All 
the measurement data is presented as mean ± standard deviation (mean ± SD) along 
with the statistical significance (p-Value). The results are shown in Table 7-4.  
Table 7-4 Kinematic performance parameters comparison in 2D and 3D RGS 
The results obtained following interventions A and B indicate the performance of 
each subject in 2D and 3D VR based RGS. Overall, it can be seen that the finger 
movement speed, acceleration in Intervention C is lower than that in Intervention D. 
Also, it can be observed that the standard deviation (SD) and statistical significance 
(p-Value) have dropped slightly, which means smaller variation and more 
consistency. This can indicate that the participant can perform the training tasks more 
smoothly with less variation within each test in Intervention D when using 3D VR 
based RGS.  
In the movement speed exercise, subjects need to quickly flex their fingers to 
accomplish a certain task in the RGS. For the active ROM assessment, five vertical 
bars developed using LabView (National Instruments, USA) were displayed on the 
screen of the external computer dynamically indicating the active ROM of each 
finger as the fingers moved. These types of graphs show whether the patient is 
Participants Mean Speed (cm/s) Mean Acceleration (cm/s²) p-Value 
2D  3D  2D  3D 
P1 3.4±0.8 3.6±0.6 5.8±0.6 6.3±0.3 0.06 
P2 4.2±0.5 6.5±0.3 8.6±0.6 9.5±0.4 0.04 
P3 8.4±0.3 9.8±0.2 13.4±0.3 16.6±0.2 0.03 
P4 6.7±0.2 9.2±0.1 14.1±0.2 18.7±0.1 0.01 
P5 5.9±0.4 7.7±0.2 11.6±0.5 13.4±0.2 0.03 
P6 7.4±0.3 8.9±0.2 12.5±0.4 15.3±0.2 0.02 
P7 6.4±0.3 8.3±0.1 13.2±0.4 16.4±0.2 0.02 




improving and can be used for documentation or to efficiently and precisely adapt 
the levels of difficulty of the sensorimotor tasks being practiced. According to the 
recordings, the subject’s finger movement level in Intervention D was around 20% 
higher than that in Intervention C on average, as measured by the movement speed 
and acceleration. The comparison between the kinematic performances in 2D 
(Intervention C) and 3D (Intervention D) VR based RGS in different participants is 
shown in Figure 7-6. 
 
Figure 7-6 Kinematic performance average parameters comparison in 2D and 3D RGS 
As it can be seen from Figure 7-6, the average movement speed and acceleration 
score of the eight participants show an increase of mean value from 6.19 cm/s to 7.95 
cm/s, indicating +28.5% improvement in movement speed test and from 11.69 cm/s² 
to 14.13 cm/s² (+20.8%) in movement acceleration assessments, respectively. 
However, it can also be noted that the post-training Min-Max range is wider than that 
of pre-training data. This means that the difference between participants is more 
evident. 
7.6 Subjective Questions  
Apart from the objective quantitative results gathered during the rehabilitation 
training experiments, in order to better evaluate whether this proposed rehabilitation 
method is helping the stroke patients in performing ADL tasks in real life, following 




1) Safe and comfortable?  
(Yes/No), Please be specific if the answer is No. 
2) Improvements in performing ADL tasks?  
(Yes/No), Please be specific if the answer is Yes. 
3) Other benefits?  
(Yes/No), Please be specific if the answer is Yes. 
From the gathered results, all eight participants (P1-P8) showed positive feedback to 
these questions, most common answers to each question were: 
1) Yes, the height of the platform can be adjusted to make the participant in a 
comfortable posture while conducting the training trials. (P1-P8) 
2) Yes, improvements in finger strength, active ROM and finger coordination. 
Able to hold objects, such as a cup of water, which could not be 
accomplished before training. (P3, P4, P5, P6) 
3) Yes, improved blood circulation, relieved muscle pain in forearm and hand. 
(P1, P2, P4, P5, P6) 
As for the improvement of actual ADL abilities, participant P3-P8 all experienced 
different levels of improvements, the most obvious and typical improvements were 
observed with participant P4, as he could hold tight small objects using his thumb 
and other fingers, which was not possible before the training due to coordination 
problems that affected the performance of such delicate ADL tasks. Participant P3 
told researchers that she could perform ADL tasks with less trembling in hand 
muscles, such as holding a cup of water without spilling using the affected hand. 
Participant P5, P6, P7 and P8 told the researcher that they could exert more force 
onto objects and their fingers could move within a larger degree. 
Although participant P1 and P2 achieved very little improvements in performing 
ADL tasks, they benefited from the training with less muscle pain and ache in hand 
and arm. This can be resulted from the intensive movement in their hands that helped 
with the improvement of blood circulation and muscle movements. 
7.7 Discussions and Conclusions 
This study introduces a more intuitive and engaging training protocol for fine hand 
motion rehabilitation system. The clinical results obtained from eight subacute stroke 




providing AAN control as well as the task-oriented VR based immersive training. In 
this study, the advantages of force rendered AAN adaptive control, VR based RGS 
and transferring VE were combined with the aim of optimizing the training 
effectiveness and enhancing the rehabilitation efficiency. All subacute stroke 
subjects undergone the proposed rehabilitation approach showed improvement in 
their motor skills as indicated by clinical evaluation methods using FMA Hand Sub-
section and MAS Hand Movement Score, as well as kinematic characteristics 
suggested by active ROM and output force intensity.  
The result of this study was consistent with the previous work using the same 
Amadeo robotic device in terms of active ROM and finger force, although, compared 
with the reported achievements using the Amadeo standard training protocol, the 
subjects showed higher degree of improvement using the rehabilitation system 
proposed in this study, more detailed data can be found in [4, 121]. This indicates 
that the proposed research protocol can significantly help stroke patients to achieve 




8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
8.1 Introduction 
Current clinical practices for stroke rehabilitation are based on accumulated evidence 
from neural plasticity studies that motor learning can trigger neural interconnections, 
acquire new functions to compensate for the neural impairment due to stroke. Robot 
rehabilitation devices hold the advantage of providing task-oriented interactive 
treatment at high intensity and repeatability, serving as promising and reliable means 
for post-stroke rehabilitation therapy. Current rehabilitation robotic devices differ 
widely in terms of mechanical design, number of DOF, and control strategies. They 
are all equipped with different types of sensors, and capable of detecting and 
quantifying many aspects of both movement and physical interaction with patients.  
In this thesis, we identified a number of drawbacks and research gaps in robot-
assisted rehabilitation as discussed in Chapter 1. In response to some of these gaps, 
we designed, developed and validated a number of intuitive and engaging training 
protocols for robot assisted fine hand motion rehabilitation. In the proposed systems, 
the state-of-the-art VR technology, adaptive RLNN and MKV-FNN based control 
algorithms are combined to optimize the rehabilitation effectiveness and efficiency. 
The major contributions made by this thesis can be summarised as the design and 
implementation of adaptive AAN control algorithms, the design and verification of 
VR based RGS environment, validation of the developed algorithms through 
experimental work on subacute stroke patients, analysis of the experimental data and 
drawing generic conclusions based on the findings. Overall, this research has 
advanced our understanding of the nature of post-stroke rehabilitation training and 
has paved the way for the development of a more cost effective and efficient 
rehabilitation training approach for post stroke patients.  
In this chapter, the major contributions made in the thesis are reviewed with the aim 
of identifying some generic outcomes of benefit to other researchers working in this 
area. The future work advancing this research will be also addressed.   
8.2 Comprehensive Literature Review  
In chapter 2, a comprehensive review of the trends and the latest progress in robot 
assisted post-stroke rehabilitation was presented. The review covered a wide range of 




assisted therapy, motor-learning evaluation methods, the effectiveness of robot-
assisted training and clinical evidence, typical UE rehabilitation robots and their key 
features, and the control methods deployed in the rehabilitation robots. 
In spite of its broad scope, the review was rather constrained by the length of the 
chapter and therefore, techniques and methods such as EMG, BCI and haptics were 
not included. The review was also more technical than clinical and did not provide 
enough details on physiological aspects of neuroplasticity. The review also did not 
cover some UE rehabilitation robots that were still at the development and validation 
stages.  
8.3 Efficient, Flexible and Versatile Experimental Platform 
The experimental platform introduced in Chapter 3 includes Amadeo hand 
rehabilitation robot and VR based multisensory feedback. This platform proved to be 
highly efficient and flexible to handle different patients without the need to modify 
its configuration. Experimental results demonstrated the capability of the 
experimental platform to deliver highly repetitive rehabilitation training in an 
immersive virtual environment with satisfactory outcomes.  
The performance of the experimental platform can be further improved in the future 
by adding additional sensory feedbacks to make the virtual environment more 
immersive and realistic. Multi-biofeedback approaches such as visual, acoustic, BCI, 
haptic and EMG signals can be combined to create more complex individualized, 
immersive and natural simulated environments for recovery training and assisting 
patients to achieve better training results. 
8.4 Assist as Needed (AAN) Control Algorithms  
The novel concept of AAN control developed in this thesis has potential to enhance 
the effectiveness of robot-assisted therapy as it encourages the active participation of 
a subject in the rehabilitation process. This was demonstrated in Chapter 4 and 5 
describing RLNN and MKV-FNN control algorithms providing force rendered 
adaptive control of Amadeo fine hand motion rehabilitation robot in post-stroke 
patients. In both of these control methods, Neural Network was deployed to improve 
force prediction and tracking precision. The algorithms were also adaptive as their 
parameters were automatically adjusted through online learning to better meet the 




validated through computer simulation. The results clearly demonstrated that the 
algorithms could accurately predict force exerted by the subject in the subsequent 
sampling interval with high reliability, a critical property in providing the assistive 
force during extension and contraction of fingers in repetitive rehabilitation 
movements.  
The experimental work conducted to validate these algorithms showed that AAN 
could significantly improve the efficiency of fine hand motion rehabilitation training 
by providing the exact amount of assistive force required, therefore, keeping the 
training more engaging and challenging. The overall outcome of such approach is 
enhanced training efficiency with fewer training sessions resulting in reduction of 
rehabilitation training costs. 
Both control algorithms require lengthy online learning for a satisfactory output. The 
speed of learning can be increased by expanding the number of layers in the Neural 
Network and the number of neuron in each layer. This would unavoidably increase 
the computing complexity of the algorithms and the need for higher computing 
power requirements. 
8.5 VR Based Multisensory Rehabilitation Virtual Environment  
In chapter 6, the VR based multisensory rehabilitation virtual environment was 
designed to facilitate task-oriented repetition and intensity. Two 2D-VR based RGS, 
transferring virtual environment (VE) and one 3D VR based RGS using Oculus Rift 
DK2 HMD were designed to encourage active participation of patients. The VR 
based designs were tested on a group of eight subacute stroke patients. The patients 
showed greater improvement using 3D VR based intervention compared with the 
deployment of standard 2D VR based training protocol during all the training 
sessions as measured by the kinematic parameters of motion and force. 
The results produced in the experimental work were quite promising and clearly 
showed the potential of deploying 3D VR in the rehabilitation of post-stroke patients. 
However, in Amadeo, the sliding actuators constrain the motion of the fingers to a 
2D plain. This can make the motion of the hand rather unrealistic in active training 




8.6 Experimental Validation  
The designed control algorithms and VR based RGS were further tested by 
conducting clinical trials on a group of eight subacute stroke patients. The results 
produced in the experiments showed that the developed system could provide 
effective AAN control as well as the VR based immersive training tasks. All 
subacute stroke subjects undergone the proposed rehabilitation approach showed 
improvement in their motor skills as indicated by clinical evaluation methods using 
FMA Hand Sub-section and MAS Hand Movement Score, as well as kinematic 
characteristics suggested by active ROM and output force intensity.  
The levels of impairment and pre-existing conditions among the eight subacute 
stroke patients were very different when the rehabilitation training started. As a 
result, the progress achieved during 6 weeks was quite varied for different subjects. 
The assessment results suggested that robotic rehabilitation worked the best for 
patients affected by stroke at “medium level. 
Such outcomes indicate that the pre-existing conditions of stroke patients strongly 
affect the rehabilitation results as the subjects are required to manipulate the finger 
slides on their own effort, resulting in the expected neural changes in the brain. 
Therefore, to ensure high level of training results, future studies should set and 
follow more rigid inclusion criteria, aiming only at “medium level” group of patients. 
The relatively small sample size of eight subjects undergone the validation process 
makes it difficult to totally rule out the invalid test data. Therefore, larger scale 
clinical trials, following the same inclusion and exclusion criteria, should be 
conducted on more stroke patients to enable the collection of more clinical test data 
and the establishment of a more solid conclusion. 
8.7 Validation Against Standard Clinical Methods 
The result of this study was consistent with the previous work using the same 
Amadeo robotic device [4, 121]. Although, the subjects showed higher degree of 
improvement of about 15% on average when the rehabilitation algorithm deployed in 
this study was used compared with the outcomes of rehabilitation conducted based 
on the Amadeo standard training protocol. This demonstrates the effectiveness of the 
training protocol proposed in this thesis in helping stroke patients to achieve better 




Compared with the previous studies, where only acute (within 1 month after stroke) 
or chronic (> 6 months) patients were included in the trial [61], this research was 
based on subacute (1-6 months) patients [66]. The subacute patients were at the 
phase of recovery and it was safer for them to undergo such highly intensive 
repetitive trainings. More importantly, the results of the previous studies showed that 
upper limb robotic training at early phase could improve ADLs more significantly 
than chronic-phase training [122]. Thus, the findings of this research would be of 
interest to subacute stroke patients as well as the research groups exploring this 
category of patients. However, in any benchmarking between methods, the 
assumptions and criteria used, such as the intervention time, number of training 
sessions per week, duration of training sessions, type of stroke, impaired area of the 
brain, VR tasks, the type of sensory feedback and severity of lesion can affect the 
final outcome of the rehabilitation and should be taken into account.  
The results obtained in the experimental work need further confirmation as they are 
based on a sample size of eight subjects. It has also been rather difficult to compare 
the findings of this study against the results produced by other research groups due to 
the novelty of the robot-assisted fine hand motion rehabilitation and limited number 
of research groups working in this area.  
8.8 Future Work Recommendations 
There has been an explosion in new rehabilitation technologies and methods 
including robotics, orthotics, wearable sensors, virtual reality, computer gaming, 
electrical stimulation, machine learning, and computational modelling. These 
advanced technologies have the potential to revolutionise the rehabilitation of stroke 
victims by contributing to the development of more realistic and immersive 
simulators and optimizing training costs. Among these promising advances, some of 
the plausible future directions of development are described in this section. 
1) Electromyography (EMG) Biofeedback 
Electromyography biofeedback is by far the most widely adopted form of 
neuromuscular biofeedback to assist patients and clinicians in the field of 
musculoskeletal and neurological rehabilitation [123]. Since EMG signals are 
generated before the formation of muscle force and reflect muscle activity [124], 




[125]. Using EMG as a form of static biofeedback, patients can improve voluntary 
control of the trained muscle and/or increase the range of motion (ROM) of a joint 
that the trained muscle controls.  
As a form of EMG approach, functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) enables 
researchers to detect signals from specific regions of the cortex during the 
performance of motor activities [126]. Surface electromyography (SEMG) has been 
proven to be a well-established technique to non-invasively record the electrical 
activity produced by muscles [127]. SEMG signals can be picked up with sensors 
placed against all the active motor parts including the shoulder, wrist, elbow and 
hand. Because of this and the fact that there is no need for pre-specifying a reference 
trajectory or complex signal sensing, EMG technology holds great promise for the 
development of new robot-assisted rehabilitation control protocols. 
Despite these advantages, EMG-based robot control approaches have some 
drawbacks. Signal acquisition, electrode positioning, the site or size of the brain 
lesion, as well as skin condition may greatly affect the signal recorded [60]. User-
specific calibration, EMG-based controllers require not only a long customised 
calibration for each user but also additional calibrations between and within 
experimental sessions.  
The patient's motivation and his/her cognitive ability during therapy can influence 
the effectiveness of the biofeedback. The analysis of SEMG signals is complicated 
due to the nonlinear behaviour of muscles. Other difficulties such as inherent noise in 
signal acquisition equipment, ambient noise, skin temperature, and motion artefacts 
can potentially deteriorate signal quality [128]. Model-based torque estimation may 
have poor accuracy and require large computational effort [129]. The complex 
experimental protocols surely contribute to the contradictory conclusions obtained 
from various studies [130]. Despite such challenges, the use of EMG biofeedback is 
still promising. Further research is needed to address these identified limitations.  
2) Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCI) 
Brain-Computer Interface is a technology that can provide a direct communication 
channel between the brain and an external device by establishing a direct link 
between the brain and computer without using peripheral nerves or muscles, thereby 




Furthermore, it enables the simultaneous monitoring of both functional recovery and 
plasticity changes in the brain as the treatment progresses. BCI holds the potential to 
the “top-bottom” approach, which offers an innovative form of active movement 
therapy to restore arm/hand function based on automatic detection of movement 
intention directly from the brain, instead of relying upon the remaining motor 
function of stroke survivors [131]. 
The main purpose of a BCI based rehabilitation system is to develop more effective 
control methods of rehabilitation robots for active therapy to restore impaired motor 
functions. BCI-supported motor imagery is a feasible intervention as part of a post-
stroke rehabilitation protocol [132]. Recent advances in BCI technologies have 
shown potential in the rehabilitation of stroke patients with motor disabilities.  
The effective neural activation pattern for neuron rehabilitation can differ, however, 
depending on the lesion site, the time since stroke, and the severity of motor function 
impairment [133]. Limitations such as lack of a real-time decoder, classification 
delay and long training time must also be addressed in order to improve the results of 
the use of this technique in the field of stroke rehabilitation. 
3) Wearable Robotic Devices 
Unlike prosthetic devices which are basically designed to take the place of the body 
movement, wearable exoskeleton robots can assist and improve the body movement 
by generating torque in the specific actuators when assistance is needed and facilitate 
the user’s limbs with minimal impedance [19, 134]. 
The wearable clinical and rehabilitation systems emerging in recent years range from 
simply monitoring daily activities to systemically integrating miniature sensors, 
which enhance the function of devices utilized by patients in performing motor tasks 
that they would be otherwise unable to accomplish [135]. However, these designs 
and systems are far from perfect. Shortcomings such as limited ROM, an insufficient 
control mechanism, being too bulky and uncomfortable to use are still to be 
improved. Although a great deal of research has been carried out, the application of 
this technology is still limited and its effectiveness needs further exploration before it 




4) Whole Arm Training 
Although in a number of studies, rehabilitation robots and robot-assisted therapies 
have been designed, their effectiveness has been verified in randomized controlled 
trials (RCT). The proposed rehabilitation robots for UE recovery primarily focus on 
proximal parts, namely simultaneously manipulating and guiding the movement of 
shoulder and elbow. However, certain ADLs, especially more delicate ones such as 
twisting a doorknob or writing with a pen are still impossible missions for these 
robots. There is an increasing demand for new generation of rehabilitation robots to 
provide training for the whole arm, including shoulder, elbow, wrist and hand, even 
the control of independent finger digits.  
Rehabilitation devices that can deliver therapy to the whole-arm with satisfying 
functionality, comfort and safety are at high demand. More importantly, these 
devices should provide features such as high functional ROM and with more degree 
of freedom to make the movements more natural and comfortable. 
5) Home-Based Rehabilitation 
Traditional rehabilitation therapy requires long training sessions with an occupational 
therapist and this is not always possible. On the other hand, repetitive training which 
requires long-term stays in a hospital or clinic incurs a great deal of cost and 
inconvenience to the patient [136]. Intensive training can significantly improve post-
stroke upper limb functionality. However, some stroke survivors have limited chance 
to practice rehabilitation exercises because of the finite availability of therapists and 
equipment. Home-based therapy for post-stroke rehabilitation training is a feasible 
solution. In such systems, the rehabilitation device allows patients to perform 
rehabilitation exercises independently, in the comfort of their own home to perform 
the required ADL-oriented training [137, 138]. 
In the home-based therapy environment, patients’ performance can be monitored and 
data can be collected remotely. A single therapist is able to modify therapy 
parameters remotely while conducting training practice for several patients at the 
same time, thus reducing the cost [139]. The therapist can guide the patient through 
repetitive game-based training, aimed at improving arm motor function. The 
development of teleoperation provides good opportunities for integration with 




There is also a trend to make devices wearable for home environment, to improve 
feedback and implement self-adaptive control to make training platforms more 
intelligent and more comfortable. Haptic feedback devices that provide assistive or 
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